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Thesis Abstract 

 

Chemical communication is critical in shaping the interactions of individual animals, 

both within and between species. Pheromones (species-specific chemical signals) occur in all 

species and arguably contribute to more animal interactions than any other mode of 

communication. Nevertheless, our understanding of the role, nature and expression of 

chemical signals are mostly informed by studies of insects. This thesis investigates the role 

and expression of web-based chemical components in the orb web spider Argiope 

keyserlingi. Given female sexual cannibalism, Argiope males are under strong selection to 

exhibit mate choice and previous studies suggest that males in this genus fine tune their 

mating decision using contact pheromones (species-specific chemical signals that benefit 

both the signaller and the receiver) present on the female’s web. Previous studies suggest 

that males use these web-based contact pheromones to avoid previously mated females. I 

predict that these web-based pheromones may also provide males with reliable information 

about the quality of the female as a reproductive partner.  Further, as a sit-and-wait 

predator, I predict that selection will favour strategies that increase encounters between 

web and prey, including the use of prey-attracting allomones (inter-specific chemical signals 

that benefit the signaller but are harmful to the receiver). 

The expression of chemical signals is ultimately determined by a combination of 

environmental and genetic effects. There is considerable evidence that diet is the most 

significant factor shaping pheromone expression. This can lead to considerable intraspecific 

variation in the signal for opportunistic foragers such as spiders, whose diet is influenced by 

their choice of web placement. This variation presents specific challenges to the receiver 

who must recognise and respond appropriately to a range of signals.  

In Chapter 1, I provide a comprehensive review of the literature and argue that diet-

mediated pheromones (and signature mixtures) can enforce signal reliability by providing 

receivers with reliable information about the identity or quality of the signaller. In the 

context of mate choice in Argiope spiders, this should allow the male to choose a partner 

that will maximise his reproductive fitness (for example, by providing the receiver with 

offspring that have inherited good foraging genes).  
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In Chapter 2, I use chemical analyses (gas-chromatograph flame ionisation detection) 

of silk extracts to demonstrate that there is considerable variation in the web-based 

chemical components of female A. keyserlingi. My results suggests that this variation is most 

likely due to changes in the availability of dietary nitrogen following the introduction of the 

laboratory diet. The maintenance of mate choice requires variation in the signal, so that the 

choosy sex can distinguish between signallers. Further, the variation in the signal should 

reflect reliable information. I suggest that variation in the nitrogen-containing components 

of the silk provides reliable information to searching males about the quality of the female 

as a reproductive partner.  

In Chapter 3 I examine how these web-based components vary on a broader scale 

between geographically distinct populations, as well as their underlying genetic and 

environmental influences. I found that nitrogen containing web-based chemicals are the 

most variable between populations, consistent with the view that arthropod predators are 

nitrogen limited. Furthermore, I suggest that variation in the nitrogen containing 

components of silk may provide males with reliable information about the nutritional health 

and foraging ability of the female. Interestingly, I also found that a single unidentified 

nitrogen containing silk component (unknown amide 3) and the total amount of all nitrogen 

containing silk components are strongly correlated with female condition, and may 

therefore provide males with reliable information about the female as a reproductive 

partner. 

In Chapters 2 and 3, I characterise a number of interesting web-based chemical 

components whose functional roles are also worthy of future studies. Of these components, 

I was particularly interested in putrescine, which is a nitrogen-containing compound and 

thus an expensive investment for a nitrogen-limited species. Importantly, putrescine also 

has a distinctive smell (of rotting matter) and is attractive to certain species of Diptera.  

In Chapter 4, I use field experiments that manipulated the amount of putrescine on 

female silk to demonstrate that web-based putrescine increases prey encounters for 

females and therefore acts as a prey-attracting allomone. Additionally, I found differences in 

prey capture rates between females collected from different populations, suggesting that 

there is population-level variation in the web-based foraging strategy of these spiders.  
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Given the cost of putrescine and its role in foraging, I investigate whether web-based 

putrescine may provide males with a reliable signal of the nutritional health and foraging 

ability of potential mates in Chapter 5. As mating preference in this species changes with the 

reproductive experience of the male, I test the preference of males with 1 – 2 or 1 

remaining mating opportunity to webs built by females given diets differing in protein 

content and also where I artificially manipulate the putrescine content of silk. My findings 

suggest that males with just 1 remaining mating opportunity but not males with 1 – 2 

remaining mating opportunities use web-based putrescine to make mating decisions. 

Surprisingly, female diet did not influence male preference for web-based putrescine. 

In Chapter 6 (appendix), I discuss how anthropogenic changes to the environment 

(including but not limited to the nutritional environment) can shape the expression of 

pheromones in insects, and the consequences this may have for sexual selection. On a 

broader scale, diet-mediated signals employed in either inter- or intra-specific 

communication are vulnerable to anthropogenic influences, as changes to the environment 

can affect nutrient availability.  

Together, my results suggest that variation in the web-based chemical components 

of Argiope keyserlingi are driven by the availability of dietary nitrogen, and I argue that this 

variation will allow males to make accurate mating decisions about the nutritional health 

and foraging ability of the female. In particular, my research suggests an important role for 

putrescine in both the foraging and mating strategy of this species. Diet-mediated chemical 

signals such as these can provide reliable information about the signaller, but are vulnerable 

to environmental shifts (anthropogenic or otherwise) in nutrient availability.  
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Preface 

 

This thesis is written as a series of standalone papers investigating the role and 

expression of the web-based chemical components of Argiope keyserlingi. These papers are 

either published or are in preparation for publication and there is thus some necessary 

repetition between chapters. I have attempted, where possible, to reduce the overlap and 

instead highlight the key findings of this work. These findings are: 

1. Diet-mediated variation in a signal can provide receivers with reliable 

information about the signaller but are vulnerable to environmental shifts (Chapters 

1, 2, 3 & 6) 

 

2. The web-based chemical components of Argiope keyserlingi are most likely 

influenced by the availability of dietary nitrogen (Chapters 2 & 3) 

 

3. Web-based putrescine has an important role in both the mating (Chapter 5) 

and foraging (Chapter 4) strategies of Argiope keyserlingi  

 

Additionally, I have included a synthesis chapter which summaries this work and 

highlights the broader significance of this research (Synthesis) 

I was the principal contributor and primary author of all chapters. My supervisors 

have been recognised for their invaluable contribution in all chapters and all other 

contributors are mentioned in the acknowledgements.  
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Synthesis  
 

Chemical communication is critical in shaping the interactions of individual animals, 

both within and between species. Indeed, it has been postulated that pheromones (species-

specific chemical signals) contribute to more animal interactions than any other mode of 

communication (Wyatt, 2014). Nevertheless, our understanding of the role, nature and 

expression of chemical signals are mostly informed by studies of insects, even though it is 

widely recognised that all taxa make some use of chemical communication. My thesis 

explores the evolutionary significance of two key forms of chemical signals: pheromones 

(chapter 5) and allomones (chapter 4).  

Pheromones are species-specific chemical signals produced by animals. They are 

used to transmit information to the benefit of both the signaller and the receiver. 

Pheromones are comprised of single or multiple chemical components and are used to co-

ordinate numerous behaviours in animals (for a comprehensive review see Wyatt, 2014). 

Among the more fascinating uses of pheromones is in the co-ordination of mating behaviour 

(Johansson and Jones, 2007). Finding an appropriate reproductive partner is critical to the 

fitness of sexually reproducing species, but this is not always a simple task. Individuals have 

to find a mate that is of the right species and sex, but selection can also favour a more 

refined level of mate choice (mate assessment; see Johansson and Jones, 2007), where 

individuals seek mating partners that maximise their reproductive potential (Andersson, 

1994). This is typically a mate that will provide them with the most or fittest offspring, but 

can also be a mate that provides them with a required resource (Nishida, 2002). 

Pheromone-based (and other sensory-based) mate assessment is predicted in systems 

where one sex’s reproductive opportunities are limited.  

Allomones are chemical signals used in inter-specific communication and are 

beneficial to the signaller but detrimental to the receiver (Nordlund and Lewis, 1976). Some 

allomones are employed by predators to attract prey. For example, the Venus flytrap plant 

Dionaea muscipula, produces compounds that are attractive to Drosophila melanogaster 

(Kreuzwieser et al., 2014), and several bolas spider species (particularly Mastophora spp.) 

produce allomones that attract male moths by mimicking the female moth pheromone 
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(Gemeno et al., 2000; Haynes et al., 2001; Yeargan, 1994). Carnivorous plants and trap-

building arthropod predators are examples of sit-and-wait predators who do not ‘actively 

hunt’ for prey. Sit-and-wait predators should benefit from strategies that increase their 

encounters with prey.  

The work presented in this thesis investigates the role and expression of web-based 

chemical signals in the mating and foraging strategies of the orb-weaving spider Argiope 

keyserlingi. Females of A. keyserlingi are easily recognisable by the distinctive yellow and 

black stripes on their abdomen and the cruciate web decorations (Figure Syn.1), and their 

relatively large size compared to conspecific males: the diminutive males are roughly an 

order of magnitude smaller than females. The reproductive opportunities of male Argiope 

are limited, because females are aggressive sexual cannibals who attack and consume males 

after (and in some cases before) copulation (see Schneider and Fromhage, 2010). 

Additionally, after copulation the pedipalp (the sexual organ) being used to transfer sperm 

to the female does not refill with sperm (Herberstein et al., 2005b) and can also detach 

during copulation, forming a genital plug in her reproductive tract that is thought to 

decrease the risk of sperm competition (Herberstein et al., 2012; Nessler et al., 2007, 2009). 

Thus, assuming the male survives his first mating, he has at most two opportunities to mate. 

Accordingly, we predict intense selective pressure for males to exercise at least some 

degree of mate choice (Elgar, 1992). Females of this species produce both volatile 

pheromones from her body and silk (that can be received by males over a long distance) and 

contract pheromones in her silk (that are received by males when they physically touch the 

silk) (Gaskett, 2007; Gaskett et al., 2004). Previous studies suggest both that males in this 

species use web-based contact pheromones to discriminate between females based on their 

mating experience (Gaskett et al., 2004), and that the web-based chemical signals in some 

Argiope species vary with diet (Henneken et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006). However, the 

web-based contact pheromones of A. keyserlingi have not been characterized, and any 

other information they provide potential mates (if any) is unclear.  

Further, like all orb web spiders Argiope are sit-and-wait predators and we predict 

selection to favour any strategies that might increase encounters with prey. The silk 

decorations of Argiope are thought to be attractive to some insect species (Herberstein et 

al., 2000b), Other orb web spiders use chemical signals to attract prey: for example the 
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insect carcasses used by Nephila species to decorate their webs are thought to chemically 

attract some insect species (Bjorkman-Chiswell et al., 2004; Hénaut et al., 2010). However,   

whether Argiope use any form of prey-attracting allomones is currently unknown.  

The expression of chemical signals  

The expression of chemical signals is ultimately determined by a combination of 

environmental and genetic effects. The profile of chemical signals can be highly heritable 

and may be an important mechanism promoting kin recognition in insects (Thomas and 

Simmons, 2008). Nevertheless, there is considerable evidence that diet is the most 

significant factor shaping pheromone expression (Henneken et al., 2017a). This can lead to 

considerable intraspecific variation in the signal for opportunistic foragers such as spiders, 

whose diet is influenced by their choice of web placement (Uetz et al., 1978). This variation 

presents specific challenges to the receiver who must recognise and respond appropriately 

to a range of signals.  

Key to the study of animal communication is signal reliability (Stuart-Fox, 2005). 

Pheromones that are used to signal information about the quality of an individual as a 

reproductive partner should be honest, otherwise selection will favour receivers that do not 

respond to the signal (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). Despite a signaller’s potential to 

benefit (i.e. gain additional matings) by producing a signal that suggests they are of a higher 

quality than their actual reproductive potential, most signals are honest (but see Semple 

and McComb, 1996). Diet-mediated variation in a pheromone can enforce its reliability 

through trade-offs between investing nutrients in pheromone production or in other 

important biological processes. This prevents nutritionally deficient individuals from 

producing an attractive pheromonal signal without compromising important biological 

processes.  Diet-mediated signals can thus provide receivers with reliable information about 

the direct (e.g. number of offspring) or indirect (e.g. good genes) benefits of mating with 

that individual (Kokko et al., 2003). For example,, nutritional health is linked to fecundity 

(Dunn and Moss, 1992; Guan et al., 2014; Izquierdo et al., 2001) and offspring health 

(Veenendaal et al., 2013) so receivers responding to a diet-mediated pheromone produced 

by a potential mate may also gain reliable information about the signaller’s fecundity (a 

direct benefit). Further, nutritionally healthy individuals are expected to be good foragers. 

Foraging can be a heritable trait which has many fitness benefits (Karino et al., 2005; 
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Missoweit et al., 2007). Therefore, receivers who respond to diet-mediated pheromones 

may also gain information about the signaller’s foraging genes (an indirect benefit). 

There are numerous studies demonstrating a role for diet in shaping the expression 

of pheromones across diverse taxa and in different social contexts, and in chapter 1, I 

synthesise this information into a review (Henneken et al., 2017a). I argue that diet-

mediated pheromones (and signature mixtures) can enforce signal reliability by providing 

receivers with reliable information about the identity or quality of the signaller. In the 

context of mate choice, this should allow the receiver to choose a partner that will maximise 

their reproductive fitness (for example, by providing the receiver with offspring that have 

inherited good foraging genes).  

On a broader scale, diet-mediated, inter- or intra-specific communication signals are 

vulnerable to anthropogenic influences, as any change to the environment can affect 

nutrient availability. In chapter 6 (appendix), I discuss how anthropogenic changes to the 

environment (including but not limited to the nutritional environment) can shape the 

expression of pheromones and the consequences this may have for sexual selection 

(Henneken and Jones, 2017).  This chapter was limited to insect systems, however the 

broader issues and suggestions are applicable to all species that use chemical signals.  

The expression of the web-based chemical signals of Argiope keyserlingi 

I began my investigation into the expression of web-based chemical signals of 

Argiope keyserlingi by characterizing the non-volatile components of silk collected from 

individual females. Determining whether these chemical components are better classified as 

signals or cues requires an understanding of their biological significance for both the 

signaller and the receiver. The functional role for many of the silk components I have 

characterized is unclear (but see Zhang et al., 2012) but many have fascinating properties 

(briefly discussed in chapter 2) and are worthy of future investigations.  

Mate choice requires variation in the discriminating signal, so that the choosing sex 

can distinguish between signallers. Further, this variation has to be provide reliable 

information. I examined variation in the non-volatile web-based chemical components of 

female A. keyserlingi at two geographic scales, using GC-MS (gas-chromatograph mass 

spectrometry) and GC-FID (gas-chromatograph flame ionisation detection) analyses. First, I 
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compared the silk from webs built by females collected from three locations within a large 

urban park. I compared the silk collected from the first web the females constructed in the 

laboratory, and which presumably utilised resources obtained from their natural diet, with 

webs constructed two weeks later, and which presumable utilised resources from the 

laboratory diet (chapter 2). The variation in the silk profiles could not be explained by the 

collection site of the female, but after two weeks on the laboratory diet, females had 

increased the amount of several nitrogen-containing components of the silk and decreased 

the amount of the single phosphorous containing component (Henneken et al., 2017c).  

I then investigated the variation in these web-based chemical components on a 

broader scale, between geographically distinct populations, as well as exploring their 

underlying genetic and environmental influences (chapter 3). Consistent with my results 

from chapter 2, I found population-level variation in two key nitrogen-containing silk 

components. Interestingly, I also found that a single unidentified nitrogen containing silk 

component (unknown amide 3), as well as the total of all nitrogen containing components is 

strongly correlated with female condition, and therefore could provide males with reliable 

information about the female as a reproductive partner.  

Arthropod predators are thought to be nitrogen limited as their insect prey do not 

contain sufficient nitrogen to meet their needs (Denno and Fagan, 2003; Fagan et al., 2002). 

Further nitrogen is an important resource, promoting growth in spiders (Okuyama, 2008) 

and may be particularly important for promoting fecundity in some insect species (Swanson 

et al., 2016). Females that can invest nitrogen into these web-based components must also 

obtain enough nitrogen to meet the requirements of other important biological processes. 

These females are likely to have been better nourished, perhaps because they are better 

foragers. Thus, the nitrogen content of silk may allow males to make accurate mating 

decisions based on the nutritional health (and perhaps indirectly fecundity) and foraging 

ability (and perhaps indirectly the foraging genotype) of the female.   

The role of web-based putrescine in the foraging strategies of Argiope keyserlingi 

Of all the chemical components that I characterized in the silk of Argiope keyserlingi, 

I was most interested in putrescine. Putrescine is a nitrogen-containing compound and thus 

we expect it to be an expensive investment for a nitrogen-limited species. Importantly, 
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putrescine also has a distinctive smell (of rotting organic matter) and is attractive to 

dipteran species (Robacker, 1999). I used field experiments to test whether web-based 

putrescine acts as a prey attracting allomone, by manipulating the putrescine content of 

webs (chapter 4). Web that were misted with putrescine captured nearly twice the number 

of prey items than those misted with water, suggesting that females that invest in this silk-

based amine gain significant foraging benefits (Henneken et al., 2017b). I suggest that 

increasing investment in web-based putrescine may lead to a positive feedback loop, 

increasing prey capture and subsequently providing resources for additional investment in 

this prey-attracting allomone or other web-based chemical components.  

The role of web-based putrescine in the mating strategies of Argiope keyserlingi 

Given the cost of putrescine and its role in foraging, I investigated male preference 

for web-based putrescine (chapter 5). As mate preference in this species changes with the 

reproductive experience of the male (Gaskett et al., 2004), I compared the preference of 

males with 1 pedipalp (and thus with only 1 remaining opportunity to mate) and males with 

2 pedipalps (and thus 1 – 2 remaining opportunities to mate) for webs built by females 

maintained under diets that differed in protein content, and where I artificially manipulated 

the putrescine content of silk. I found that males with 1 pedipalp but not males with 2 

pedipalps use web-based putrescine to make mating decisions. Surprisingly, female diet did 

not influence male preference for web-based putrescine. This suggests that the significance 

of mate choice changes with his number of remaining mating opportunities, but ultimately 

that web-based putrescine may be used by males as a mate-assessment pheromone. 

Conclusion  

This is the first study to characterize the non-volatile web-based chemical 

components of Argiope keyserlingi. I describe considerable variation in the web-based 

chemical components of this species. My results suggest that this variation is driven by the 

availability of dietary nitrogen. Diet-mediated chemical signals such as these can provide 

reliable information about the signaller, but are vulnerable to environmental shifts 

(anthropogenic or otherwise) in nutrient availability. I have also demonstrated a potential 

role for web-based putrescine as a prey-attracting allomone, and I provide evidence that 

web-based putrescine may be used by mated males to make mating decisions. With a few 
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exceptions spiders predominately use chemical based communication and my thesis 

highlights just two of the fascinating uses in which spiders can employ chemical signals. 

Many of the chemical components characterized in this thesis have unique properties 

lending themselves to functional roles and their evolutionary significance is worthy of future 

investigations.   
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Figure Syn.1. Female A. keyserlingi with web-decoration (left) and feeding on cricket (right)  
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Chapter 1 
 

 

 

Original Paper 

 

Diet-mediated pheromones and signature mixtures can 

enforce signal reliability 

 

By 

 

Jessica Henneken, Jason Q.D. Goodger, Therésa M Jones and Mark A 

Elgar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This work had been published as: Henneken J, Goodger JQD, Jones TM and 

Elgar MA (2017) Diet-mediated pheromones and signature mixtures can 

enforce signal reliability. Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 4:145.  
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Diet-mediated pheromones and signature mixtures can enforce signal 

reliability 

Abstract 

Diet is arguably the most significant environmental factor shaping chemical signals in 

animals. In rare cases, dietary components are converted directly into pheromones or 

signature mixtures but more generally variation in an individual’s diet influences their 

overall condition and thus capacity to synthesize the signal. Typically, diet is variable 

between individuals of the same species and this can lead to variation in signals. This 

variation presents specific challenges to receivers, who must be able to recognize and 

respond to a greater range of signals. However, such variation might also provide the 

receiver with key information about the signaller, allowing them to respond to the signal 

advantageously. Here we investigate how dietary-mediated pheromones and signature 

mixtures can provide the receiver with reliable information about the signaller, ultimately 

benefiting the receiver in a way not achievable by a static signal.  
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Introduction 

Pheromones (from the Greek pherein, to carry or transfer and hormon to excite) are 

chemical signals that transmit information between individuals of the same species. 

Typically, pheromones consist of particular blends of chemicals, some of which are species-

specific, while others may be produced by multiple and often very different species (Wyatt, 

2014). Pheromones alter the behaviour of another organism and evolve precisely because of 

the nature of this effect (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). The receiver’s capacity to 

detect and respond to the signal has similarly evolved to maximize detection (see Peso et 

al., 2015), thereby optimizing the effectiveness of pheromones. Wyatt (2010) distinguishes 

between pheromones, which typically elicit a predisposed response in the receiver, and 

signature mixtures that first require the receiver to learn the chemical signal. In contrast to 

pheromones, signature mixtures allow receivers to identify the signaller as a specific 

individual (Wyatt, 2010). Both pheromones and signature mixtures are employed in 

communication between individuals of the same species, but signature mixtures are used to 

distinguish individuals, for example as siblings or non-siblings or to distinguish between 

nest-mates and non-nest-mates.  

Successful communication between animals requires accurate signals that are 

correctly perceived. Correct perception requires, in the first instance, the receiver to 

recognize the signal. If the signal varies between individuals within a group or species, we 

may expect receivers to experience impaired recognition of the signal. However, most 

signals, regardless of their modality, demonstrate some level of variation, resulting in 

chemical signals that may vary between populations (Palacio Cortés et al., 2010) or even 

individuals (Svensson et al., 1997) of the same species. Variation in chemical signals can be 

genetically determined and, in some animal systems, the signal’s chemical profile is highly 

heritable (Svensson et al., 2002; Tabata et al., 2006; Thomas and Simmons, 2008). However, 

increasing evidence suggests that the environment can also influence an individual’s ability 

to synthesize and emit chemical signals. Environmental factors that may influence chemical 

signals include temperature (Ono, 1993), humidity (Hock et al., 2014), and population-

specific influences such as density (Anderbrant et al., 1985). Variation in chemical signals,     

whether genetically or environmentally driven, has significant implications for the receiver 
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(see also Symonds and Elgar, 2008). Should the receiver respond to all variants of the signal 

and, if so, should that response be consistent? 

Diet is likely one of the most significant environmental factors shaping chemical 

signals. Numerous studies demonstrate dietary influences on the chemical blend of a 

pheromone or signature mixture and, in most cases, subsequent variation in the receiver’s 

response (Table 1.1). As demonstrated in Table 1.1, diet-mediated pheromones and 

signature mixtures span a wide range of taxa and the functional role of these signals are also 

diverse. Less well appreciated is the fact that dietary driven variation in pheromones and 

signature mixtures presents specific challengers to receivers, requiring them to recognize 

and respond correctly to a wider range of signals. In some cases this appears to decrease 

the reliability of the signal (Vonshak et al., 2009), causing the receiver to respond in a way 

that may be detrimental to both the signaller and the receiver. Nevertheless, in most cases, 

dietary mediated signals appear to provide the receiver with information about the 

signaller, eliciting a beneficial behavioural response from the receiver (Liedo et al., 2013; 

Martin and López, 2006; South et al., 2011)  

In this review, we examine the degree to which diet-mediated variation in 

pheromones and signature mixtures provides the receiver with both reliable and beneficial 

information. This information can be broadly classified into three types: information about 

the quality of the signaller; information about the quality of a resource provided by the 

signaller, and information on the identity of the signaller. In each case, dietary driven 

variation enforces signal reliability, allowing the receiver to respond advantageously. For 

example, a pheromone that relies on a high quality diet to be attractive to the receiver 

should inform the receivers about the nutritional state of the signaller (i.e., whether the 

signaller has been able to obtain adequate nutrition to produce an attractive pheromone). 

Ultimately, we argue that it is the receiver’s ability to exploit this variation that allows for an 

evolutionarily stable non-static signal. 

Dietary influences on pheromone profiles and signature mixtures 

There are three ways in which diet might contribute to quantitative and/or 

qualitative differences in a chemical signal. First, pheromone output might be influenced by 

diet quality and the accumulation of specific macro (South et al., 2011) or micro (Kopena et 
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al., 2014) nutrients. In these cases, individuals consuming a high quality diet typically 

increase pheromone output, leading to a more conspicuous, and/or attractive signal (Liedo 

et al., 2013). Second, components of the pheromone that cannot be synthesized entirely de 

novo might be sequestered from dietary sources and then transformed, or directly 

incorporated into the pheromone (Blaul et al., 2014). These components are referred to as 

pheromone precursors, and the production of an attractive pheromone is mostly, if not 

entirely, dietary dependent (i.e., without dietary sequestration of the pheromone precursor, 

pheromone production is limited or unavailable; Eisner and Meinwald, 2003). Finally, diet 

may influence the profile of the pheromone or signature mixture more directly, determining 

the individual chemical components present and their relative ratios, which may have 

consequences for recognition systems that rely on phenotype matching, or self-referral 

mechanisms (Buczkowski and Silverman, 2006). 

Diet and signal reliability  

If diet-mediated variation in pheromones and signature mixtures provides reliable 

(or honest) information about the signaller, we should be able to link this information back 

to the signaller’s diet. In some cases, this is straightforward because specific signal 

components may be sequestered from dietary sources. In other cases, diet-mediated 

variation in the signal may provide indirect information about the signaller’s genotype, such 

as the genes responsible for an individual’s foraging ability (Figure 1.1). Characterizing the 

link between an individual’s diet and their pheromone or signature mixture is key to 

understanding how diet-mediated variation in the chemical signal benefits the receiver. 

Linking diet and individual quality 

Pheromones involved in the process of mate choice or assessment (Johansson and 

Jones, 2007) provide the receiver with information about the quality of the individual as a 

reproductive partner. Numerous studies demonstrate a role of diet quality for mate 

assessment pheromones across a wide range of taxa, including insects (Fedina et al., 2012; 

Liedo et al., 2013; Shelly et al., 2007; South et al., 2011; Weddle et al., 2012); mammals 

(Ferkin et al., 1997; Havlicek and Lenochova, 2006); reptiles (Chouinard, 2012; Kopena et al., 

2014; Kopena et al., 2011); arachnids (Baruffaldi and Andrade, 2015; Cross et al., 2009); and 

fish (Giaquinto, 2010; Giaquinto et al., 2010; Hayward and Gillooly, 2011). Nonetheless, 
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comprehensive studies that include both behavioural and chemical assays are largely limited 

to insect systems. For example, studies on mammals are typically behavioural, and although 

this is consistent with other pheromone research, future studies should consider combining 

behavioural assays with chemical analyses in these groups (Peso et al., 2015). 

Laboratory studies investigating the link between diet and the qualities of the 

signaller typically provide the signaller with a diet that is either abundant or lacking in one 

or more macronutrients (i.e., proteins, carbohydrates, or lipids), and they then examine how 

this affects the attractiveness of the signaller (through behavioural assays) and/or 

pheromone output (through chemical analyses). Typically, such studies reveal an increase in 

total pheromone output or attractiveness in individuals given a high quality diet, but find no 

change to the relative proportions of chemical components present in the pheromone. For 

example male cockroaches, Nauphoeta cinerea, provided with a diet rich in carbohydrates 

were more attractive to females and had greater pheromone output for three active 

pheromonal components, but there were no significant difference in the relative proportion 

in each of these components (South et al., 2011). Such diet-mediated chemical cues may 

provide the receiver with indirect information about the signaller’s genotype or direct 

information about the signaller’s reproductive potential through biological pathways and 

trade-offs. 

Diet-mediated pheromones and signaller quality via indirect information  

Pheromones are ultimately influenced by a combination of environmental and 

genetic factors. Diet is one the most significant environmental factors shaping a pheromone 

profile. The interaction between diet and the pheromone profile can be bi-directional, as an 

individual’s genotype may influence its environment (and thus diet). For example, the 

quality of an individual’s diet likely depends on their foraging ability, which can be a highly 

heritable trait (Karino et al., 2005; Missoweit et al., 2007). Pheromones that are determined 

by diet quality ensure that only individuals capable of securing the requisite quantity of 

appropriate nutrients can produce the attractive signal necessary for reproductive success. 

Further, if foraging ability is a heritable trait, then receivers that select partners based on 

diet-mediated signals may gain indirect information on the signaller’s potential genetic 

contribution (through foraging) to future offspring.  
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The links between diet, pheromone and fitness are not always simple to elucidate. In 

some systems, the pheromone profile of adults is predominantly determined in the juvenile 

stages. For example, females of the parasitoid wasp Nasonia vitripennis prefer males that 

produce large quantities of a pheromone that requires the precursor linoleic acid for its 

production. Males consume linoleic acid during larval development within their animal host, 

or it can be synthesized from oleic acid, which is also ingested from hosts during this life 

stage (Blaul et al., 2014). It is unlikely that these pheromones provide information on the 

foraging ability of the males, because the dietary environment of the larvae depends 

entirely on the oviposition choices of their mother. Nevertheless, females prefer to lay their 

eggs in hosts with high linoleic acid content, which provides offspring with a source of this 

precursor and thereby increases their attractiveness to mates and ultimately their 

reproductive success (Blaul and Ruther, 2011). In this species, the male-derived pheromone 

provides receiving females with information about the oviposition choices of the male’s 

mother, a trait that is likely heritable and determines the reproductive success of the 

receiving female’s sons and daughters. 

Diet-mediated pheromones and signaller quality via direct information  

Signalling theory (Searcy and Nowicki, 2010) predicts that if the signal has significant 

costs, then it may provide the receiver with a reliable indication of individual quality, 

because the investment trade-off between the signal and other biological functions will 

keep the signal reliable. The specific costs of pheromone production have rarely been 

explicitly identified (Foster and Anderson, 2015; Johansson et al., 2005; Umbers et al., 

2015), perhaps reflecting a widely held assumption that pheromone production is cheap 

(Alberts, 1992) and the difficulties of measuring the amount of pheromone released in 

model species such as moths (Umbers et al., 2015). Nonetheless, pheromone production 

could have significant physiological costs if its profile depends on nutrients that have other 

important biological functions. For example, vitamin E is an important antioxidant in 

vertebrates, but in some lizard species it is also linked with enhanced pheromone 

production and subsequent attractiveness (Kopena et al., 2014; Kopena et al., 2011). 

Kopena et al. (2011) not only demonstrated that dietary vitamin E is incorporated in the 

femoral secretions of male European green lizards, Lacerta viridis, but that females prefer 

the secretions of males given a vitamin E supplement (Kopena et al., 2011). The vitamin E 
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content of the pheromone is likely an honest indication of male quality. Only individuals of 

high quality can obtain sufficient vitamin E to allocate the micronutrient for pheromone 

production without experiencing the potential physiological costs.  

More generally, a nutrient and energy-rich diet might simply provide more resources 

that can be diverted to a range of physiological processes, including pheromone production, 

without compromising vital biological pathways. Under such circumstances, well-fed 

individuals may be more capable of meeting the costs of pheromone production. Although 

some aspects of an individual’s diet may reveal its genotype (such as their foraging ability), 

the capacity to produce particular pheromones will depend largely on the availability of 

resources. Several studies have demonstrated mating preference for chemical signals 

produced by well-fed individuals compared with their starved counterparts (Baruffaldi and 

Andrade, 2015; Fisher and Rosenthal, 2006; Giaquinto, 2010). Additionally, under-nourished 

males may have low sperm counts, poor sperm quality (Dunn and Moss, 1992; Guan et al., 

2014; Izquierdo et al., 2001), or lower resistance to disease (Moret and Schmid-Hempel, 

2000). Pheromones revealing information about male nutritional health may also be 

significant for females: recent studies link paternal nutritional health at conception to 

offspring health (Veenendaal et al., 2013) and fertility (McPherson et al., 2014), effects that 

may be trans-generational (see also Lane et al., 2015) 

Linking diet and resource quality 

Some pheromones provide information about a potential resource provided by the 

signaller, and in turn, the resource may indicate individual quality as a reproductive partner. 

Nonetheless, it is not always clear whether the receiver is assessing individual or resource 

quality. Examples of these pheromones have not been widely demonstrated, and appear to 

occur only in a small number of insect genera.  

Diet-mediated pheromones and defensive resources  

Males of several species of Lepidoptera, including the butterflies Danaus chrysippus 

(Schneider et al., 1975), D. gilippus (Dussourd et al., 1989), Idea leuconoe (Nishida et al., 

1996), and the moth Utetheisa ornatrix (Conner et al., 1981; Conner et al., 1990), provide 

females with a defensive chemical during courtship. Males sequester a pyrrolizidine alkaloid 

from their host plant as an adult or during the larval stage, some of which is stored in 
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somatic tissue, likely as a form of chemical defence, and some is chemically modified to the 

male sex pheromone (Conner et al., 1981; Schneider et al., 1975). Females typically prefer 

males that produce large quantities of this pheromone, and males reared without access to 

the alkaloid are rendered less attractive or unattractive to females. The amount of 

pheromone produced by the male is a reliable signal of the amount of alkaloid he has 

accumulated and stored (see also Nishida, 2002). Females benefit from mating with males 

that produce high amounts of the alkaloid, because the male then transfers some of the 

stored alkaloid to the female during mating, and this is incorporated into her eggs 

protecting them from predation (see also Eisner and Meinwald, 2003). Additionally, male 

Cosmosoma myrodora moths cover female mates with a sequestered alkaloid during 

coupling, providing both partners with protection from predators, such as spiders, during 

lengthy copulations (Conner et al., 2000). The role of this alkaloid as a pheromone is 

unclear, but like other species where a pheromonal role of the alkaloid has been established 

(see above examples), C. myrodora females receive male-sequestered alkaloids via semen 

and transfer some of the alkaloid to their eggs for protection.  

Interestingly, males of other Lepidoptera, including Phragmotobia fuliginosa and 

Pyrrhoraitia isabella, can sequester alkaloids as precursors for pheromone production, but 

this is not obligatory as they can mate successfully without access to this chemical (Krasnoff 

and Roelofs, 1989). One explanation for this unexpected result is that females of these 

species employ cryptic mate choice and can select against sperm from “alkaloid-limited” 

males after mating occurs. Cryptic mate choice is thought to occur in another alkaloid 

sequestering species, U. ornatrix (LaMunyon and Eisner, 1993) but, this strategy has not 

been tested in P. fuliginosa or P. isabella. 

The importance of the sequestered alkaloid for these species is illustrated in 

laboratory studies of U. ornatrix, demonstrating that “alkaloid-limited” caterpillars resort to 

cannibalism in order to increase their alkaloid supply (Bogner and Eisner, 1991; Bogner and 

Eisner, 1992). Surprisingly, these caterpillars do not discriminate between kin and non-kin 

when engaging in cannibalistic behaviours (Hare and Eisner, 1995).  
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Diet-mediated pheromones and host plant resources 

Aggregation pheromones are often produced by one or both sexes and have evolved 

to attract conspecifics to a resource. For bark beetles (Curculionidae), an economically 

crucial pest, the resource is a host plant, and the aggregation of conspecifics enables 

successful colonization of the host and subsequent brood formation. Additionally, many 

species produce an anti-aggregation pheromone to arrest recruitment once the host tree 

has reached capacity. In the genera Dendroctonus and Ips (Renwick et al., 1976), beetles 

consume the monoterpene α-pinene from the bark of their host plant which is then 

converted into several related pheromonal components (specifically verbenol, verbenone or 

verbenene), that act as aggregation or anti-aggregation pheromones (Blomquist et al., 

2010). As monoterpene constituents vary with host plant species, pheromone production 

can vary between beetle populations (Erbilgin et al., 2014). Further, as pheromone 

production relies on monoterpenes derived from the host tree, a highly attractive 

pheromone signal is limited to those individuals feeding on a suitable host. Receivers thus 

obtain direct information about the identity of the host from the signal produced. For 

example, in D. ponderosae, a pioneer female begins tree colonization by attacking a suitable 

host. She then transforms host derived α-pinene into the aggregation pheromone (-)-trans-

verbenol, which attracts conspecifics of both sexes for host colonization and mating (Taft et 

al., 2015). Recruited males produce an additional aggregation pheromone (exo-brevicomin) 

via de novo synthesis. Lastly, once the host tree has reached maximum beetle capacity, two 

anti-aggregation pheromones are produced by the brood. Both sexes produce (-)-verbenone 

from host derived α-pinene via microbial transformation and males alone produce the 

second anti-aggregation pheromone, frontalin (Taft et al., 2015). 

A key challenge is to determine whether the chemical compounds contributing to 

the pheromone are synthesized or sequestered from dietary sources (Blomquist et al., 

2010). In some species, components are obtained directly from the host but this is not the 

rule (Smyth and Hoffmann, 2002). Indeed, many insects produce pheromones containing 

components that are similar to those present within their host plants but they are 

synthesized by the insect entirely de novo (Miller et al., 1976; Seybold and Tittiger, 2003). 

The chemical concordance of pheromone components with host plants may have evolved to 
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take advantage of pre-existing receptor cells of the receiver, which are already sensitive to 

these compounds as food or oviposition sources (see also Landolt and Phillips, 1997).  

Linking diet and identity  

Chemical communication that provides information about the membership of 

individuals to particular classes utilizes chemical profiles that are learnt or rely on self-

referral mechanisms such as phenotype matching (Wyatt, 2014). These chemical signals are 

predicted to be more robust to environmental influences, since deviations would create a 

mismatch between the phenotype of individuals in the same class, or require individuals to 

relearn the new signal. Nevertheless, some degree of diet-mediated chemical signals are 

evident in these communication systems (Liang and Silverman, 2000). Where this type of 

variation occurs, individuals within a group recognize one another because they share the 

same diet and thus chemical profile, or they have learnt the chemical profile of others. Diet 

manipulation results in shifts in the signature mixture or pheromone, often resulting in 

receivers failing to recognize and/or respond appropriately to the new chemical profile 

(Porter and Doane, 1977).  

Diet-mediated pheromones and species recognition 

Being able to distinguish a mate of the right species is a crucial component of 

reproductive success in dioecious species. Species recognition pheromones are used by 

many animals to distinguish between conspecific and heterospecific individuals. Here we 

use the term pheromone, rather than signature mixture, as it appears unlikely that these 

chemical signals are learnt. However, it is important to note that whether these responses 

are predisposed or require learning is not known (Verzijden et al., 2012). Pheromones that 

reveal species identity should be relatively consistent between individuals of the same 

species, although populations sometimes differ in their pheromone profiles (Fornasiero et 

al., 2011). Despite being rarely explored beyond the theoretical argument that these 

pheromones are expected to be consistent between all individuals within a species, these 

data suggest that an environmental factor, such as diet, may have a strong influence on the 

profile of these pheromones. This may lead to reproductive isolation between populations, 

if receivers do not recognize (or respond to) all pheromone profiles. Empirical studies in this 

area are currently lacking and further research is clearly required.  
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The chemical composition of insect pheromones is often closely associated with 

their host plant, which may facilitate the diversification of insect species (Landolt and 

Phillips, 1997; Nishida, 2014; Reddy and Guerrero, 2004), because changes in pheromone 

signals that are a consequence of feeding on novel host plants may introduce reproductive 

isolation and speciation via assortative mating (Smadja and Butlin, 2009). For example, 

insect cuticular hydrocarbons are often employed to signal species (or nest-mate in the case 

of social insects) identity, and the cuticular hydrocarbon profiles of both male and female 

mustard leaf beetles Phaedon cochleariae change if they feed on a new host plant 

(Geiselhardt et al., 2012). Males have a strong mating preference for females given the 

same diet treatment, and the cuticular hydrocarbon profile can change within 2 weeks of 

the diet manipulation (Geiselhardt et al., 2012). Similar patterns have been documented in 

the white-spotted longicorn beetle, Anoplophora malasiaca (Fujiwara-Tsujii et al., 2013) and 

the orb-weaving spider Argiope trifasciata (Henneken et al., 2015). A diet-mediated 

pheromone can provide receivers with reliable information on species identity if diet is 

relatively consistent within the species (or between conspecifics within the same 

population). A diet-mediated signalling system may be more likely in species in which the 

majority of individuals within the communicating pool have a similar diet—with all 

individuals either monophagous or exploiting a similarly catholic diet. Further, it may also be 

favoured in species that do not migrate or disperse widely, thereby constraining an 

individual’s diet.  

Diet-mediated signature mixtures and familial recognition  

In some species signature mixtures are used to recognize family members, such as 

offspring, parents and kin. Kin odour-based recognition, in particular, are thought to 

facilitate inbreeding avoidance or altruistic behaviour (see Gadagkar, 1985), while maternal 

and offspring odour-based recognition are more likely to evolve in altricial and/or colonial 

species.  

The role of signature mixtures in familial recognition is somewhat controversial. 

While chemical cues are undoubtedly employed in familial recognition, it is unclear if these 

are cues or signals (sensu Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). Distinguishing between cues 

and signals is important because it determines the nature of the selection pressures acting 

on the signaller: signals evolve specifically to transfer information, and thus typically benefit 
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both signaller and receiver (dishonest chemical signals which are detrimental to the receiver 

are one expection, for example chemical mimicry used in predator-prey interactions; Byers, 

2015; Gemeno et al., 2000), while cues provide information to the receiver but have not 

evolved to benefit the signaller (Lehmann et al., 2014). For example, diet-related variation in 

chemical cues emanating from predators can be used by prey as cues revealing the presence 

of particular predators (Sharp et al., 2015). In this case, there has been selection on the 

receiver to distinguish between these cues, but clearly not on the signaller to provide such 

information. In contrast, diet-mediated chemical cues may contribute to the formation of 

social groups (Kleinhappel et al., 2014), in which case the nature of the chemical cue, as 

signal or cue, is ambiguous if signallers and receivers benefit from this behaviour. Whether 

the following examples of diet-mediated signature mixtures would be better classified as 

diet-mediated signals or cues requires further investigation. Nonetheless, these studies 

demonstrate the potential consequences of employing a diet-mediated signal (or cue) in a 

recognition system.  

In two landmark studies, Porter and Doane (1977), Doane and Porter (1978) 

manipulated the diet of captive female mice, Acomys cahinnus, and demonstrated that 

maternal and offspring recognition odours were strongly driven by diet (Doane and Porter, 

1978; Porter and Doane, 1977), a mechanism that was also reported in the laboratory rat, 

Rattus norvegious (Leon, 1975). In these rodents, maternal recognition odours emanate 

from feces and variation in the maternal odour may reflect diet-mediated differences in 

bacterial flora (Brown and Schellinck, 1992). These, and other studies (e.g. Galef, 1981; 

Skeen and Thiessen, 1977), provide strong evidence of the role of diet in shaping maternal 

and offspring signature mixtures, a pattern likely to be widespread among rodents. The 

prairie vole, Microtus ochrogaster, may be an exception to this pattern. Phillips and Tang-

Martinz (1998) demonstrated a role for odour in parent-offspring recognition in M. 

ochrogaster, but there was no significant effect of diet on their recognition behaviours 

(Phillips and Tang-Martinez, 1998). The authors report a nonsignificant trend toward a 

dietary-mediated odour (less aggression between unfamiliar individuals on the same diet). 

However, in contrast with previous studies, they did not consider the recognition behaviour 

of related individuals on different diets, which may have been more informative. Logic 

predicts that diet-mediated maternal and offspring recognition odours would only provide 
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receivers with reliable information about identity if an individual’s diet is consistent. 

However, this is yet to be explicitly tested and it is also probable that under natural 

conditions, mothers and offspring recognize dietary driven changes in each other’s odours 

by their near continuous exposure to one another. 

More broadly, diet-mediated kin recognition has been investigated across a range of 

taxa (Table 1.1). Rajakaruna and Brown (2006) observed a decline in kin discrimination in 

two species of fish, Salmo salar and Salvelinus fontinalis, when individuals were presented 

with non-kin reared on the same diet (as the focal fish) and kin reared on a different diet 

(Rajakaruna and Brown, 2006). Further, fish of both species preferred the chemical cues of 

non-kin reared on the same diet over non-kin reared on a different diet. Similar patterns in 

kin recognition have been observed in toad (Scaphiopus spp.) larvae (Hall et al., 1995; 

Pfennig, 1990). Whilst it is likely that juvenile nest mates share the same diet, adult siblings 

that often disperse are expected to have less similar diets. Accordingly, these early 

recognition behaviours in amphibians may be driven by preference for familiar food or 

habitat cues rather than kin recognition odours (Pfennig, 1990). The patterns for the fish 

may even be driven by the oddity effect, where shoaling with like individuals reduces the 

risk of predation (Kleinhappel et al., 2014). 

Diet-mediated signature mixtures and nest-mate recognition  

Social insects rely on chemical signals to communicate important information such 

as colony identity, tasks, and status. The integrity of social insect colonies depends crucially 

on the capacity of individuals to distinguish between members of their own colony and 

other individuals (either conspecifics or otherwise). Social insects, including bees, wasps, 

ants, and termites, use cuticular hydrocarbons as signals to identify colony or nest identity 

(e.g. Kather and Martin, 2015; Van Wilgenburg et al., 2011). The mechanism that allows 

individuals to recognize the identity of others remains unclear, but likely involves a self-

referral mechanism. In the little fire ant, Wasmannia auropunctata, a species that forms 

vast supercolonies, worker ants are rarely aggressive to conspecific workers from different 

colonies. Workers recently collected from the field, however, react aggressively to workers 

that had been maintained in the laboratory for a 4 month period (Vonshak et al., 2009). 

Analysis of the cuticular hydrocarbons revealed differences between these two groups of 

ants that could be directly traced back to the laboratory diet (Vonshak et al., 2009). Similar 
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observations have been recorded in other ants, including Formica aquilonia (Sorvari et al., 

2008) and Linepithema humile (Liang and Silverman, 2000). In some of these systems, diet is 

so crucial to the nest-mate recognition system that the converse pattern also occurs: 

previously hostile colonies experience decreased aggression when reared on the same diet 

(Buczkowski et al., 2005; Richard et al., 2007). Intriguingly, the cuticular hydrocarbon profile 

of the myrmecophile spider Cosmophasis bitaeniata, which feeds on the larval stages of the 

ant Oecophylla smaragdina, changes with diet (Elgar and Allan, 2004), presumably allowing 

the spider to mimic the colony profile and thus remain undetected by its prey (Elgar and 

Allan, 2006).  

Diet-mediated nest-mate recognition odours provide receivers with reliable 

information of identity and are most effective when diet varies between, but is consistent 

within, colonies. It is interesting to note that the response behaviour between ants is not 

binary—in some cases, different colonies reared on the same diet were able to maintain 

their aggression toward each other, suggesting that dietary influences do not entirely 

“conceal” the signal (Buczkowski et al., 2005).  

Conclusions and future directions  

Diet-mediated variation in pheromones or signature mixtures provides an ideal 

opportunity to study signal reliability, as in many cases we can directly link diet with the 

information provided by the signal. Not only is diet relatively easy to manipulate in 

laboratory environments, it can also be manipulated to a finer scale, not readily available for 

other environmental influences. We can limit or completely withhold specific macro- or 

micro-nutrients, provide desirable nutrients ad libitum and even manipulate the energy 

content of the diet. Further, chemical analyses of the signal and an understanding of the 

biological pathways involved may allow us to consider the cost/benefit trade-offs underlying 

the evolutionary maintenance of the signal.  

Consistent with much of the research on chemical communication, studies on diet-

mediated variation in pheromones and signature mixtures outside of insect taxa are lacking. 

Although, there is behavioural evidence of diet-mediated variation in odours in mammals 

(e.g. Doane and Porter, 1978; Ferkin et al., 1997), including humans (Havlicek and 

Lenochova, 2006; Wallace, 1977), chemical analysis is surprisingly rarely attempted. Studies 
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on chemical communication in mammals typically employ sweat, urine or feces in their 

behavioural assays, and characterization of the signal components of these secretions are 

required to confirm these dietary influences. Nevertheless, several studies on lizards have 

successfully demonstrated dietary driven variation in the chemical signal, consistent with 

results from behavioural assays (Kopena et al., 2014; Kopena et al., 2011; Martin and López, 

2006).  

Despite the numerous studies demonstrating a role for dietary influences on mate 

assessment pheromones, caution is still required when interpreting these studies. This is 

particularly true for chemicals that are suspected pheromone precursors, which are then 

directly incorporated into the pheromone. Similar components from host plants may evolve 

as pheromonal components that take advantage of pre-existing receptors (Landolt and 

Phillips, 1997). To demonstrate unequivocally that a chemical is a pheromone precursor 

requires that individuals are reared on diets completely devoid of the suspected precursor 

and, ideally, this should be coupled with chemical analysis of the pheromone to confirm the 

complete absence of the pheromonal component. 

Empirical demonstrations of an explicit link between a diet-mediated pheromone 

and the signaller’s genotype are also rarely published. Thus, in addition to demonstrating 

the influence of diet on pheromone production, future studies should also consider how 

these diets are influenced by individual foraging abilities or maternal oviposition choices. 

There may also be suitable species for heritability studies, given the breadth of taxa for 

which diet-mediated mate assessment pheromones have been demonstrated (Table 1.1).  

In some communication systems involving recognition of types of individuals, the 

consequence of diet-mediated variation in chemical signals may cause individuals to fail to 

recognize and/or respond correctly to the signal (Porter and Doane, 1977; Sorvari et al., 

2008). It is important to note that this result emerged, in many of these studies, in response 

to radical changes in diet and that such extreme dietary variation rarely occurs in nature. 

Nevertheless, individuals are likely to experience different diets, and so we expect receivers 

to be able to accommodate some concomitant variation in the signal. For example, the 

receptor cells of receivers may not be sensitive enough to detect very small deviations to a 

chemical signal or selection may not act on the receiver’s ability to perceive these small 

deviations. Additionally, some chemical components within a pheromone or signature 
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mixture may be more robust to dietary variation (Ingleby et al., 2013). Future studies could 

investigate this by feeding individuals diets with varying degrees of dissimilarity and then 

assessing the reliability of the chemical signal in behavioural assays.  

Finally, care should be taken with studies involving captive animals, especially where 

there is a dramatic change in diet, or even where all individuals are provided with a similar 

diet. Both instances may have consequences for communication systems involving chemical 

signalling including pheromone-based mate choice or odour-based recognition. Given the 

compelling evidence of a role for diet in shaping these chemical signals, both behavioural 

and chemical studies should take into account potential dietary effects on the signal’s 

profile.  
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Table 1.1 Chemical and behavioural responses to dietary influences on pheromones and signature mixtures 

Signal Species Order Diet  Signalling 
sex 

Chemical response Behavioural response 
 

Reference 

Pheromones 

Aggregation  
  

Acalymma 
vittatum 

Coleoptera Precursor Male NA No evidence of 
precursor 

Smyth and Hoffman 
2002 

Dendrocronus 
ponderosae 

Coleoptera Precursor Both Increased pheromone 
output on novel host 
plant with increased 
precursor 

NA Erbilgin et al 2014 
 

Aggregation
-sex 

 

Creatonotos 
gangis 

Lepidoptera Precursor Male Increasing pheromone 
output with precursor 
ingestion 

NA Bopprè and 
Schneider 1985 

Creatonotos 
transien 

Lepidoptera Precursor Male Increasing pheromone 
output with precursor 
ingestion 

NA Bopprè and 
Schneider 1985 

Rhyzopertha 
dominica 

Coleoptera Diet 
quality 

Male Increased pheromone 
output and differences 
in component ratios (in 
adult diet but not larval 
diet) 

NA Edde et al 2007  
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Tribolium 
castaneum 

Coleoptera Diet 
quality 

Male 
 

Increased pheromone 
output 

No preference 
observed 
 

Ming and Lewis 
2010  

Group 
formation 

Mus musculus Rodentia Diet 
quality 

Both NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given a high quality diet 

Shapira et al 2013  

Mate 
assessment 

 

Anastrepha 
ludens 

Diptera Diet 
quality 

Male Increased pheromone 
output  

Mating preference 
driven by diet quality 

Liedo et al 2013 

Anastrepha 
obliqua 

Diptera Diet 
quality 

Male Increased pheromone 
output 

Mating preference 
driven by diet quality 

Liedo et al 2013 

Bactrocera 
dorsalis 
 

Diptera Diet 
quality/ 
Precursor 

Male NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 
or low quality diet and 
precursor  
 

Shelly et al 2007 
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Bactrocera 
latifrons 

Diptera Precursor Male Evidence of precursor Preference for food 
sources containing 
precursor  

Nishida et al 2009** 

Dacus 
cucurbitae 

Diptera Precursor Male Evidence of precursor Males attracted to 
precursor  

Nishida et al 1993**  

Drosophila 
melanogaster 

Diptera Diet 
quality 

Female Changes in some 
cuticular hydrocarbons 

No preference 
observed 

Fedina et al 2012 

Drosophila 
simulans 

Diptera Dietary 
variation 

Male Changes in some 
cuticular hydrocarbons 

No preference 
observed 

Ingleby et al 2013  

Estigmene acera Lepidoptera Precursor Male Evidence of precursor NA Hartmann et al 2005  

Evarcha 
culicivora 

Araneae Diet 
quality 

Both NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given preferred prey 

Cross et al 2009 
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Gambusia 
holbrooki 

Cyprinodontifo
rmes 

Diet 
quality 

Female NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 

Ward et al 2011 

Grapholita 
molesta 

Lepidoptera Precursor Male Increased pheromone 
output with precursor 
consumption 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given precursor 

Lofstedt et al 1989  

Homo sapien Primates Diet 
quality 

Male NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 

Havlicek and 
Lenchova 2006 
 

Lacerta 
monticola 

Squamata Precursor Male Increased pheromone 
output with precursor 
consumption 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given precursor 

Martin and Lopez 
2006 

Lacerta 
schreiberi 

Squamata Diet 
quality 
(could also  
argue that 
this is a 
precursor) 

Male Increased pheromone 
output 
 

NA Kopena et al 2014 

Lacerta viridis Squamata Diet 
quality 
(could also 
argue that 
this is a 
precursor) 

Male Increased pheromone 
output with precursor 
consumption 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 
(precursor) 

Kopena et al 2011 
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Microtus 
pennsylvanicus 

Rodentia Diet 
quality 

Both NA Preference for chemical 
cues of individuals 
given high quality diet 

Ferkin et al 1997 

Nasonia 
vitripennis 

Hymenoptera Precursor Male Increased pheromone 
output with precursor 
consumption 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given precursor 
Female oviposition 
preference for 
precursor in host 
 

Blaul and Ruther 
2011; Blaul et al 
2014 

Nauphoeta 
cinerea 

Blattodea Diet 
quality 

Male Increased pheromone 
output 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet  

South et al 2011 

Neopyrochroa 
flabellate 

Coleoptera Precursor Male Evidence of precursor Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given precursor 

Eisner et al 1996  

Oreochromis 
niloticus 

Perciformes Diet 
quality 

Male NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 

Giaquinto et al 2010 

Pethodon 
cinereus 

Caudata Diet 
quality 

Male NA 
 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 

Chouinard 2012 
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Pseudoplatysto
ma coruscans 

Siluriformes Diet 
quality 

Male NA Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given high quality diet 

Giaquinto 2010 

Utetheisa 
ornatrix 

Lepidoptera Precursor Male Increased pheromone 
output with precursor 
consumption 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given precursor 

Conner et al 1981; 
Conner et al 1990 

Mate 
assessment 

/Identity 

Gryllodes 
sigilatus 

Orthoptera Diet 
quality 

Male – mate 
assessment 
Female – 
identity  

Increased cuticular 
hydrocarbon output 
(both sexes) 
Changes in cuticular 
hydrocarbons (males 
only) 

NA Weddle et al 2012 

Species 
recognition 

 

Argiope 
trifasciata 

Araneae Similarity Female Changes in chemical 
profile 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given the same diet 

Henneken et al 2015 

Phaedon 
cochlearia 

Coleoptera  Similarity Both Changes in cuticular 
hydrocarbons 

Preference for chemical 
signals of individuals 
given the same diet 

Geiselhardt et al 
2012 

Signature Mixtures 
 

Individual 
recognition 

 

Egernia striolata Squamata Similarity  Both NA Diet did not disrupt 
individual recognition 

Bull et al 1999 

Homo sapien Primates Dietary 
variation 

Female* NA Easier discrimination 
between chemical cues 
of individuals given 
different diets 

Wallace 1997  

Mus spicilegus Rodentia Dietary 
variation 

Both NA Individuals perceived 
dietary differences 

Colombelli-Negrel 
and Gouat 2006  
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between chemical 
signals but diet did not 
disrupt individual 
recognition 

Kin 
recognition 

 

Mus spicilegus Rodentia Similarity Male * NA Individuals perceived 
dietary differences 
between chemical 
signals but diet did not 
disrupt kin recognition 

Raynaud et al 2012 

Salmo salar Salmoniformes Similarity Both NA Decreased kin 
recognition when 
reared on different 
diets 
 

Rajakaruna and 
Brown 2006 

Salvelinus 
fontinalis 

Salmoniformes Similarity Both NA Decreased kin 
recognition when 
reared on different 
diets 
 

Rajakaruna and 
Brown 2006 

Maternal 
and 

Offspring 
recognition 

Acomys 
cahirinus 

Rodentia Similarity Female/Both NA Offspring preference 
for chemical signals of 
lactating females given 
maternal diet 
Mother preference for 
pups given same diet 

Porter and Doane 
1977: Doane and 
Porter 1978 

Nest-mate 
recognition 

 

Acromyrmes 
echinatior 

Hymenoptera Similarity Worker NA Decreased aggression 
between non nest-
mates reared on the 
same fungus 

Richard et al 2007 
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Acromyrmes 
octospinosus 

Hymenoptera Similarity Worker NA Decreased aggression 
between non nest-
mates reared on the 
same fungus 

Richard et al 2007 

Formica 
aquilonia  

Hymenoptera Similarity/ 
Diet 
quality 

Worker Changes in cuticular 
hydrocarbons 

Increased aggression 
between nest-mates 
reared on different 
diets 

Sorvari et al 2008 

Linepithema 
humile 

Hymenoptera Similarity Worker Changes in cuticular 
hydrocarbons (derived 
from prey cuticular 
hydrocarbons) 

Increased aggression 
between nest-mates 
reared on different 
diets and decreased 
aggression between 
non nest-mates reared 
on the same diet 

Liang and Silverman 
2000; Silverman and 
Liang 2001; 
Buczkowski et al 
2005; Buczkowski 
and Silverman 2006  
 

Wasmannia 
auropunctata 

Hymenoptera Similarity Worker Changes in cuticular 
hydrocarbons (derived 
from prey cuticular 
hydrocarbons) 

Increased aggression 
between nest-mates 
reared on different 
diets  

Vonshak et al 2009 

Parental 
and 

Offspring 
recognition 

Microtus 
ochrogaster 

Rodentia Similarity Both NA Diet did not disrupt 
adult recognition of 
young  

Phillips and Tang-
Martinez 1998 

 

*single sex chosen to remove effects of mate choice processes 

**role as pheromone is yet to be confirmed 
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Figure 1.1 An animal’s genotype and diet interact to produce a reliable chemical signal for a 

receiver  
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Variation in the web-based chemical cues of Argiope keyserlingi  
 

Abstract 

Pheromones are chemical compounds used to transmit information between 

individuals of the same species. Pheromone composition is influenced by both genetic and 

environmental factors. Numerous studies, predominately of insects, have demonstrated a 

role for diet in pheromone expression. The chemical composition of spider web silk varies 

with diet and in many species these chemicals are crucial to mate choice processes. Here, 

we investigated individual variation in the chemical compounds found on the surface of web 

silk of female Argiope keyserlingi, and further explored the degree to which they are 

influenced by diet, investment in egg sac production and site of collection. We observed 

variation in the web-based chemical cues both between and within individuals. Additionally, 

we found that some of this variation could be explained by diet and gravid status but not by 

collection site. We discuss our findings in relation to mate choice processes and the costs 

and benefits of the observed variation in these web-based chemicals. 
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Introduction 

 

Pheromones are arguably the most widespread and ancient mode of communication 

between organisms (reviewed by Wyatt, 2003; Wyatt, 2014). In animals, pheromones 

typically consist of one or more chemical components, often in species-specific quantities or 

ratios (Wyatt, 2014). Like all signals, pheromone expression is influenced by a combination 

of genetic and environmental factors. Diet is widely accepted as a significant environmental 

factor shaping pheromone expression (see Henneken et al., 2017a), although this view is 

derived largely from the relatively narrow taxonomic perspective of insects.  

Investigations of the influence of diet on chemical signal production have focused 

primarily on the different pheromone outputs obtained as a consequence of varying diet 

quality and/or quantity in the context of mate choice (Giaquinto, 2010; Jones and Widemo, 

2005; South et al., 2011); pest management strategies (Edde et al., 2007; Ming and Lewis, 

2010) or individual recognition (Silverman and Liang 2001; Vonshak et al., 2009). Dietary-

derived pheromones that signal a species’ identity may generate assortative mating, such 

that individuals have a preference for others reared on the same diet (Fujiwara-Tsujii et al., 

2013; Geiselhardt et al., 2012). Diet-mediated pheromone variation also provides a means 

by which receivers can select potential mates based on their nutritional status (South et al., 

2011). In some species, specific nutrients are required for the biosynthesis of pheromones 

that are either transformed or directly incorporated into the pheromone (Erbilgin et al., 

2014; Nishida et al., 2009) and pheromone production may not be possible in the absence 

of dietary sequestration of the required nutrient (Conner et al., 1981). 

There is growing interest in understanding the impact of environmental variation on 

pheromone composition and production, but this rarely includes investigations of variation 

at the level of the individual and lacks representation from some taxonomically important 

groups, including spiders. Pheromones originating from spider silk are often a key 

component of mate choice processes in spiders (see Gaskett, 2007), and a number of 

properties of spider silk are shaped by dietary factors, including amino acid content (Craig et 

al., 2000; Guehrs et al., 2008), sticky droplet chemistry (Blamires et al., 2014) and even silk 

colour (Blamires et al., 2014). Nevertheless, few studies have investigated the link between 
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dietary influence web-based pheromones and the resulting behavioural consequences at 

the level of the individual (Baruffaldi and Andrade, 2015; Henneken et al., 2015). 

Female orb-weaving spiders of the genus Argiope embed contact pheromones into 

their web silk (Gaskett et al., 2004). Such web-based contact pheromones are thought to 

provide males with information about the resident female, including species identity, 

mating history and sexual receptivity, thereby allowing him to gauge the costs and benefits 

of proceeding onto the web to court her (Gaskett et al., 2004; Henneken et al., 2015). For 

Argiope males, this is particularly critical as the females are typically highly cannibalistic and 

usually consume the male after (and in some cases, prior to) mating. Males are thus usually 

monogynous and predicted to choose their reproductive partner carefully (Elgar and 

Schneider, 2004; Schneider and Fromhage, 2010). Accordingly, males use silk-based 

pheromones, which he detects through physically touching the silk, to distinguish between 

mated and virgin females (Gaskett et al., 2004). Additionally, a previous investigation into 

the silk-based contact pheromones of A. trifasciata strongly suggests that variation in silk 

amides allows males to assess differences in the genetic and dietary history of females 

(Henneken et al., 2015). Further, the chemical profiles of these silk-based pheromones are 

unambiguously influenced by diet (Henneken et al., 2015). However, a role in sexual 

selection requires inter-individual variation in chemical profiles, which may be influenced by 

dietary differences between populations.  

Here, we describe both inter- and intra-individual variation in the silk-based 

pheromones of female Argiope keyserlingi collected from three natural sites. We also 

explored whether silk-based pheromones varied with diet and the female reproductive 

cycle. 

Methods 

Collection and housing  

Adult female Argiope keyserlingi of unknown mating status were collected from 

three sites in Centennial Park, Paddington (Sydney), NSW Australia (33.9011° S, 151.2304° E) 

in January 2015. The three sites varied in the type of vegetation present and each site was 

characterised by the dominant vegetation used by spiders to attach their webs, specifically 
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Lantana spp., Cheilanthis spp. and Lomandra spp. Sites were between 0.8 and 1.7 km apart 

(approximate distances between sites: Cheilanthis and Lantana site = 1.7 km, Lomandra and 

Lantana = 1.2 km apart and Cheilanthis and Lomandra = 0.8 km). A total of 40 females were 

collected (Lantana = 10, Cheilanthis = 19 and Lomandra = 11 females). Although we expect 

spiderlings to be able to travel greater distances (via ballooning) than our collection sites, it 

is unlikely that adult females would travel (walk) between these sites and thus they are 

locally isolated. Individuals from our sites are therefore unlikely to be genetically distinct, 

but the adult environment (and diet) is fixed and differs between the three sites. Upon 

capture, spiders were placed individually in small vials (70 ml), but were not given food or 

water. Spiders were transferred to the laboratory within 24 h of collection where they were 

housed individually in clean Perspex frames (58.5 × 58.5 cm) in a climate-controlled room 

(held at 26 °C and on a natural day-night light cycle with natural daylight provided by a 

skylight). Spiders were checked every 1–2 days for the presence of an egg sac and 

maintained in the laboratory for 12 weeks or until they died. 

Diet treatment 

We collected silk from webs built by each female on two occasions. The first silk 

sample was collected from the first web built by the female following her transfer to the 

laboratory and prior to her being fed or provided with water (natural diet) (mean ± standard 

error number of days prior to the first silk sample = 7.03 ± 0.35 days). After ten days, each 

female was provided with a standard laboratory diet of two second instar crickets (Acheta 

domestica) per week; and her web was misted with water three times per week for a total 

of 14 days. After this period, we transferred each female to a clean frame and gave her a 

further 10 days to build a new web. We collected a second silk sample from this web as 

soon as it was constructed (mean ± standard error number of days to second silk sample = 

27.12 ± 0.30). Given our experimental design, we assumed that the first silk sample (defined 

as the natural diet silk) was derived solely from resources obtained by the female from the 

natural environment (which likely varied between the three sites of collection as the 

variation in vegetation is expected to determine the types of invertebrate prey available) 

and the second silk sample (de- fined as the laboratory diet silk) was derived solely from 

resources obtained from the laboratory diet (the crickets, which were comparable for all 

females regardless of the site where they were collected).  
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We predicted that collection site would explain the variation in the web-based 

chemical cues between individuals and a subsequent decrease in the level of variation in 

these cues following the introduction of the laboratory diet. 

Silk analysis 

For each collection period, we collected silk from the supporting threads of the 

constructed orb webs by carefully winding the threads around a clean glass rod. The silk 

samples were then frozen at −80 °C until extraction. We used GC-FID (gas chromatography-

flame ionization detection) analysis to quantify constituents in female’s silk extract. 

Compounds were identified by GC–MS (gas chromatography-mass spectrometry) analysis of 

a pooled silk extract collected from several individuals using the NIST11 mass spectra library 

(http://www.nist.gov). We used a pooled silk sample for GC–MS identification due to 

qualitative differences between individual silk samples and to improve the quality of spectra 

gained for lower abundance constituents. Individual silk samples were transferred to pre-

weighed Precellys 0.5 ml VK05 lysing tubes (Bertin Technologies, Paris, France) and 

extracted in methanol (150 μl) using a Precellys 24 tissue homogenizer operated at 6100 

rpm for three 45 s bursts, between −5 and 5 °C. Tubes were then centrifuged for 5 min at 

14,500 rpm and the supernatant collected. Here, we focused on the polar silk constituents 

as previous investigations into silk contact pheromones did not find any variation in the non-

polar compounds found on silk collected from different individuals (Henneken et al., 2015). 

The ground silk was re-extracted with a second aliquot of methanol (125 μl) and vortexed 

for approximately 15 s. The tubes were then centrifuged for 5 min at 14,500 rpm and the 

supernatant collected and pooled with the first extract. The pooled methanol extract was 

then transferred to a 250 μl glass insert placed in a 2 ml Eppendorf tube and dried in a 

speed vacuum (Christ, RVC 2-33) at 30 °C. The dried samples were then derivatized by 

dissolving the sample in 10 μl of methoxyamine hydrochloride in pyridine (30 mg ml−1 ) at 

37 °C for 120 min while mixing at 800 rpm, and then subsequently dissolved in 20 μl N,O-

Bis(trimethylsilyl)tri- fluroacetamide (BSTFA) for 30 min at 37 °C and 800 rpm. The 

derivatized samples were then transferred to 100 μl glass inserts for GC analysis. 
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For the GC analyses, the injection temperature was set at 250 °C. The carrier gas was 

Helium, run at a flow rate of 1 ml min−1. Sample volumes of 1 μl were injected onto the GC 

column under the following temperature program; 70 °C for 1 min, followed by a 7 °C min−1 

oven temperature ramp to 325 °C and a final 6 min hold at 325 °C. See Henneken et al. 

(2015) for further details of GC instrumentation and operating conditions 

Statistical analysis  

All statistical tests were performed using JMP 12 (JMP®, Version 12. SAS Institute 

Inc). Before statistical analysis, any integrated GC-FID peak area smaller than 500 μV.s, 

which was not consistent between silk samples taken from the same individual, was 

considered background noise and adjusted to 0 μV.s. For all statistical tests the peak area 

per mg of silk for each component was log10(x + 1) transformed, to meet the statistical 

requirements of normality.  

We ran a principal component analysis (PCA) with an orthogonal (varimax) rotation 

on all silk samples to reduce correlations between dependent variables. We used principle 

components (PCs) explaining more than 1% of the variance in a post hoc mixed effects 

model with variance partitioned using a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) to assess 

variation in the chemical profiles that may be explained by diet, collection site and 

production of an egg sac. We included spider identification as a random factor to account 

for intra-female variation. We reduced these models using hierarchical stepwise backward 

deletion, removing factors and interactions with p-values greater than or equal to 0.1. 

Differences between the diet treatments (natural and laboratory diets) for each silk 

component were then analysed using a matched pairs analysis. A Levene’s test was 

performed to assess any change in variance between diet treatments. Although there are 

limitations in testing silk components separately (including potential correlations between 

components), our aim here is to identify silk components that may be of interest for future 

studies. To control for multiple comparisons we adjusted the critical p-value to 0.005 (using 

the Bonferroni correction = 0.05/10). Only silk samples for which we were able to obtain 

both the natural and laboratory silk were included in these two analyses (number of 

females: n = 20, number of paired silk profiles: n = 40). 
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Results 
Twenty of the 40 females collected from the field produced a web under both diet 

treatments within the required time period (natural diet < 10 days (mean – 7.03 ± 0.35 

days); laboratory diet between 24 and 34 days (mean – 27.12 ± 0.30 days). Seven 

components were identified by GC–MS: 2-pyrrilidinone, octanoic acid, phosphoric acid, 

glycine, GABamide, putrescine and N-Acetyl putrescine (Figure 2.1). In addition, we 

detected three unknown compounds that showed the characteristic fragmentation ion at 

m/z 174 of amides or amines. 

Effects of diet, collection site, egg sac production and spider identification on silk chemical 

profiles  

The PCA revealed three eigenvalues greater than 1 that, combined, explain 75.01% 

of the observed variation (Table 2.1). With the exception of phosphoric acid, all peak 

loadings of PC1 were positive. The peak loadings of PC1 were mostly strong (loading values 

greater than 0.25) except for those representing phosphoric acid and N-Acetyl putrescine. In 

contrast PC2 and PC3 each had strong peak loadings for six and five of the 10 components 

respectively. Post-hoc mixed effects models revealed a significant effect of diet on PC1 and a 

near significant effect of egg sac production on PC2 (Table 2.2). However, there was no 

effect of collection site on any of the 3 PCs considered. Finally our models indicated that 

spider identification accounts for 41.63, 46.2 and 62.58% of the variation observed for PC1, 

PC2 and PC3 respectfully (Figure 2.2).  

Dietary differences in individual silk components  

Following the introduction of the laboratory diet, there was a qualitative increase in 

the peak area per mg of silk for 2-pyrrilidinone, glycine, unknown amide or amine 1, 2 and 3, 

GABamide, putrescine and N-Acetyl putrescine (Table 2.3). Phosphoric acid alone decreased 

following the introduction of the laboratory diet. However after adjusting the critical p-value 

to 0.005 to account for multiple comparisons, the only significant difference following the 

laboratory diet was the increase in unknown amide or amine 2. Octanoic acid was the only 

component to remain comparable between diet treatments (Figure 2.3).  

There was a concomitant decrease in the variation between individuals following the 

introduction of the laboratory diet for glycine, unknown amide or amine 3 and phosphoric 
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acid (Table 2.4). After adjusting the critical p-value to account for multiple comparisons (p-

value = 0.005) this decrease was only significant for unknown amide or amine 3. The level of 

variation between diet treatments was comparable for all other silk components. PCs plot 

(PC1 vs PC2) of silk collected under both diet treatments also suggests a decrease in 

variation following the introduction of the laboratory diet (Figure 2.3). 

Discussion  
Our results reveal considerable variation between individuals in the chemical profiles 

of the web silk of Argiope keyserlingi under both diet treatments, which was not explained 

by the site of collection. Under the laboratory diet there was a reduction in the degree of 

variation for three chemical compounds and changes in the abundance of a number of other 

silk components. Additionally, we observed some changes in the chemical profiles of 

females that subsequently oviposited after silk collection. 
Previous studies demonstrate population differences in both web silk proteins (Craig 

et al., 2000) and mating preferences (Henneken et al., 2015). Here, we found little evidence 

of broad differences in the silk surface chemistry of spiders collected from areas with 

different vegetation, despite observing differences following a change in diet. A likely 

explanation is that while vegetation was visibly different across the three sites, prey 

abundance may be broadly similar. It is possible that the adult chemical profiles are 

influenced by the resources accumulated during the juvenile stages: pheromone expression 

in wasps Nasonia vitripennis (Blaul and Ruther, 2011) and moths Utetheisa ornatrix (Conner 

et al., 1990) is directly related to the resources sequestered from the larval diet. However, 

this seems unlikely for A. keyserlingi, since studies of another species of Argiope (Henneken 

et al., 2015; Townley et al., 1991) suggest that adult rather than juvenile diet is a more likely 

reason for variation in expression of web-based pheromones. 
Our data raise the intriguing possibility that spider silk chemistry is adjusted or 

driven by the availability of specific nutrients. The observed decrease in the level of inter-

individual variation after the introduction of the laboratory diet for three silk components 

coupled with increases in the amount of nitrogen-containing components strongly suggests 

that the change in the abundance of these components reflects the available nutrients. 

Indeed, an increase in nitrogen-containing components and a decrease in the phosphorus-
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containing component is consistent with the nutritional composition of our prey species 

(Acheta domesticus), which comprises approximately 8.8% nitrogen and only 0.79% 

phosphorus (Barker et al., 1998). Arthropod predators in naturally occurring populations are 

typically nitrogen-limited (Denno and Fagan, 2003) and this may be particularly true for 

spiders (Fagan et al., 2002). Thus, if our females were nitrogen-limited in the field we would 

expect the observed increase in nitrogen-containing components under the relatively 

nitrogen rich laboratory diet.  
Individual variation in a sexually-selected signal is key to the theory of sexual 

selection, since it allows receivers to exercise mate choice by distinguishing between 

potential mates. Here, we observed individual variation in the silk chemistry of female A. 

keyserlingi, which males may use to distinguish between potential mates. Argiope males are 

initially attracted to a female’s location using long range airborne pheromones produced by 

the web (see Gaskett, 2007). Our extraction method likely captured compounds males 

would only detect after physically touching the silk, allowing males to ‘fine tune’ their 

mating decision before approaching a potentially dangerous mate. As it appears these silk 

components depend on female diet, males are likely to derive information about the 

female’s nutritional state from these web-based chemicals. Dietary derived variation in 

pheromones occurs in spiders (Baruffaldi and Andrade, 2015; Henneken et al., 2015) and 

other taxa (Fisher and Rosenthal, 2006; Kopena et al., 2011; South et al., 2011). Dietary 

driven variation in a signal may provide reliable information about the quality of the 

signaller, such as their foraging ability or their potential reproductive output (Henneken et 

al., 2017a). However, this variation also presents specific challengers to receivers, who have 

to recognise and correctly respond to a potentially non-static signal (see Henneken et al., 

2017a). In cannibalistic species such as Argiope, the consequences for receivers responding 

incorrectly to a mate choice pheromone can be catastrophic, and accurately identifying the 

correct species is crucial for males. In some species, receivers rely on fixed components 

within the pheromone blend to make accurate mating decisions (Ingleby et al., 2013). 

Accordingly, our analysis revealed a single fixed component, octanoic acid, within individuals 

following the introduction of the laboratory diet. However, behavioural studies are needed 

to determine whether this or any of these silk components have a specific role in mate 

choice processes. 
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A previous study has demonstrated that male A. keyserlingi can distinguish between 

mated and virgin females using chemicals in the female’s silk (Gaskett et al., 2004). Perhaps 

surprisingly we only observed a near significant effect of egg sac production on PC2. This 

may reflect the timing of mating relative to silk collection, as it is not known how long 

females reveal their mated status to prospective mates. Apart from signalling mating status, 

differences in silk chemistry may also reflect resource availability following reproductive 

investment. In almost all cases, silk was collected prior to the production of an egg sac 

(mean ± standard error number of days in laboratory before egg sac production = 32.9 ± 

3.17) and we expect oviposition to be costly. However, the mating status of females in our 

sample was not known: only 11 of our 40 females produced an egg sac in the laboratory, 

some females may have oviposited before collection, and virgin females may also produce 

unfertilised eggs (JH personal observation). Future studies using females of known mating 

status may reveal additional variation in these web-based components and should consider 

comparing silk profiles collected in the weeks leading up to, and following oviposition. These 

studies could also investigate changes in silk chemistry relative to the timing of mating to 

determine if females continuously reveal their mating status to males. This approach could 

determine if the changes in silk chemistry reflect female mating status or the distribution of 

limited resources during oviposition.  
Many of the web silk components of female Argiope keyserlingi appear to be driven 

by diet and the availability of specific nutrients. Although several components have been 

previously identified in spider silk (Tillinghast et al., 1987; Townley et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 

2012), their evolutionary significance is rarely investigated (Zhang et al., 2012). A key 

challenge in determining the significance of these silk components is resolving whether they 

have a functional role in the silk (such as a pheromone) or are a by-product of silk 

production. For example, 2-pyrrilididnone in silk acts as an ant deterrent and there is strong 

evidence that this is a functional role because it is not found in the silk of small spiders, 

which are less vulnerable to ant attacks (Zhang et al., 2012). A functional role for the silk 

components in this study may explain the observed variation. For example, dietary driven 

variation in silk chemistry may facilitate male mate choice (Henneken et al., 2017a). 

Additionally, some of these silk components have fascinating properties that lend 

themselves to functional roles. For example, putrescine is attractive to some Dipteran 
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insects (Heath et al., 2004; Thomas, 2003) and may attract prey to the spider’s web 

(Henneken et al., 2017b) and octanoic acid has documented antibacterial and antifungal 

properties (Nakai and Siebert, 2003). A combination of behavioural and chemical studies is 

required to determine the evolutionary significance of these silk components. 
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Table 2.1 PC loadings for each silk component based on PCA of all silk samples (natural and 

laboratory diets) (log10(x+1) transformations of peak area per mg). Together PC1, PC2 and 

PC3 represent a minimum of 75% of the variation across all spiders and collection sites. 

Loadings with values greater than 0.25 are shown in bold 

Component  PC1 PC2 PC3 

2-pyrrolidinone 0.864 -0.319 0.096 
Octanoic acid 0.502 0.551 -0.261 
Phosphoric acid -0.021 0.614 0.715 
Glycine 0.740 0.086 0.391 
Unknown amide or amine 1 0.865 -0.248 -0.154 
Unknown amide or amine 2 0.884 -0.294 -0.015 
Unknown amide or amine 3 0.740 0.083 0.124 
GABamide 0.900 0.050 0.165 
Putrescine 0.727 -0.050 -0.315 
N-Acetyl putrescine 0.199 0.271 -0.460 
% Variance 50.0 13.8 11.2 
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Table 2.2 REML analysis on the effects of diet, site and egg sac production and their 

interactions on the three principal components with eigenvalues greater than 1.  Significant 

P values are marked with an astricts.  

Component Factor Df F-ratio Prob>F 

PC1 Diet 1 
 

10.31 
 

0.0039* 

PC2 Diet 
Egg sac production 

1 
1 

0.25 
3.80 
 

0.62 
0.06 
 

PC3 Diet 
 

1 
 

1.87 0.19 
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Table 2.3 Results of matched pairs analysis for each individual silk component (log10(x+1) 

transformations of peak area per mg) and p-values < 0.005 are marked with an asterisk.  

Response t-ratio Df SE Prob>|t| 

2-pyrrlidinone 3.15 19 0.52 0.0052 
Octanoic acid 0.11 19 0.34 0.91 
Phosphoric acid -1.11 19 0.28 0.28 
Glycine 2.34 19 0.43 0.030 
Unknown amide or amine 1 2.50 19 0.45 0.022 
Unknown amide or amine 2 3.40 19 0.46 0.0030* 
Unknown amide or amine 3 1.89 19 0.48 0.073 
GABamide 2.63 19 0.38 0.016 
Putrescine 2.09 19 0.42 0.050 
N-Acetyl putrescine 1.01 19 0.30 0.32 
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Table 2.4 Results of Levene’s tests on the level of variation between diet treatments of each 

silk component (peak area per mg log10(x+1) transformed) with p-values < 0.005 are marked 

with an asterisk.  

 Standard deviation             Levene’s test 

Response Natural 
diet 

Laboratory 
diet 

F-ratio Prob>F 

2-pyrrilidinone 1.76 1.80 0.15 0.70 
Octanoic Acid 1.12 1.22 0.04 0.85 
Phosphoric acid 1.12 0.64 4.09 0.050 
Glycine 2.07 1.52 8.43 0.0061 
Unknown amide or amine 
1 

1.65 1.94 3.46 0.071 

Unknown amide or amine 
2 

1.82 2.05 1.56 0.22 

Unknown amide or amine 
3 

1.88 1.25 14.87 0.0004* 

GABamide 1.65 1.48 0.061 0.81 
Putrescine 1.70 1.58 1.86 0.18 
N-Acetyl putrescine 1.21 1.29 1.18 0.28 
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Figure 2.1 Chemical structures of the seven web-based chemicals identified by GC-MS. 

Three additional components were detected with the characteristic fragmentation ion at 

m/z 174 of amides or amines but were not identified.  
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Figure 2.2 Individual variation of silk profiles (Natural diet PC1 – Laboratory diet PC1) for 

individuals that produced webs under both diet treatments. PC1 represents a minimum of 

50% of the variation across all spiders and collection sites.  Variation in silk profiles could not 

be explained by collection site or egg sac production 
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A) 

 

 

B) 

 

Figure 2.3 Individual variation in spider silk (PC1 vs PC2) under both the Natural (A) and 

Laboratory (B) diet treatment from spider collected from our three sites.  
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Population level variation in an extended phenotype and signal 
 

Abstract 

Spider orb webs are an iconic example of an extended phenotype that is remarkably 

plastic.  Orb webs are not only effective traps for capturing prey but signal information to 

potential mates (and in some cases potential prey and predators) through silk-based 

chemical signals. Variation in plastic phenotypes is determined by a combination of genetic 

and environmental effects and is thus predicted to vary between populations. Here, I 

investigated how two phenotypic traits in the orb webs of Argiope keyserlingi, web-

architecture and silk chemistry, vary across five geographically distinct populations. I also 

examined the underlying genetic and environmental drivers of this variation. Despite the 

large geographic distances between populations, I found little variation in web-architecture 

or gene expression. However, silk chemistry and the available prey type both varied at the 

population level. Additionally, I report a positive correlation between some silk chemical 

components and female condition.  
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Introduction 

Phenotypic plasticity includes the adjustment of an individual animal’s behaviour, 

physiology or other traits to suit the challenges of their current environment (see Auld et al., 

2010; Whitman and Agrawal, 2009). Selection can favour phenotypic plasticity in species 

that inhabit temporally or spatially variable environments. Extended phenotypes, which 

include structures that animals build or any manipulation of the environment as a 

consequence of the behaviour of an individual (Dawkins, 2016), can also be plastic. 

Understanding the importance of plasticity in extended phenotypes is challenging because it 

requires knowledge of the interactions between the environment and the genetic influences 

shaping the underlying behaviour (Schaedelin and Taborsky, 2009).  

Spider orb webs are iconic examples of extended phenotypes, and many lines of 

evidence suggest architecture is remarkably plastic (Boutry and Blamires, 2013). Orb-web 

spiders are ‘sit-and-wait’ predators (Scharf et al., 2011), and their primary investment in 

foraging comprises the construction of a web. The prey items caught in an orb web may vary 

in availability, size and nutritional quality as a consequence of changing the architecture of 

the web. Architectural changes can include parameters such as capture area, spiral spacing, 

vertical symmetry, and the inclusion of additional decorations (Heiling and Herberstein, 

2000; Hesselberg, 2015; Scharf et al., 2011). Accordingly, orb-weaving spiders can vary their 

webs by changing the architecture of their silk to optimize the capture of specific types of 

prey (Blamires, 2010; Herberstein et al., 2000a; Leborgne et al., 1991; Sherman, 1994; Tso et 

al., 2007; Walter and Elgar, 2012). Remarkably, some species may change their web-

architecture in response to daily variations in prey type. For example, in the orb spider 

Parawixia bistriata, females build small webs that are effective at trapping Diptera at 

sunset, but during the day build larger webs that are better-suited to capturing swarming 

termites (Sandoval, 1994). Plastic extended phenotypes benefit orb-weaving spiders 

because the cost of abandoning and relocating their webs in response to changes in prey 

type or abundance is likely to be high (Janetos, 1982; Lubin et al., 1993; Vollrath, 1985). If 

this is indeed the case, we might expect there to be varying levels of web architectural 

plasticity between populations of orb-weaving spiders, as the type and abundance of prey 

will differ. 
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The genetic influences shaping the underlying web building behaviours of spiders are 

not well understood. Nonetheless, we do have knowledge of the genes, and the proteins 

(called spidroins) they express, and these are well described for the six types of orb web silk 

found in model orb-weaving species: (i) major ampullate (forming the frame threads and 

radials), (ii) minor ampullate (the auxiliary spirals), (iii) flagelliform (spiral threads), (iv) 

aggregate (spiral ‘glue’), (v) pyriform (attachments), and (vi) aciniform (decorations) (Babb 

et al., 2017; Chaw et al., 2016; Chaw et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013). Unsurprisingly, the 

gene expression for all spidroins differs substantially between and within different spider 

species across silk gland types (Babb et al., 2017; Clarke et al., 2017; dos Santos-Pinto et al., 

2016). Since silk properties strongly co-vary with architectural plasticity in orb webs 

(Blamires et al., 2017; Blamires et al., 2016b), monitoring the expression of the spidroin 

encoding genes is a promising approach for estimating the genetic influences on orb web 

architectural variability across a geographic gradient.  

Orb webs are not only effective as prey capturing traps, but also act as signalling 

devices. The web silks can be laced with chemicals that act as signals or cues for potential 

mates (Gaskett, 2007), predators  (Zhang et al., 2012) and  prey (Henneken et al., 2017b).  In 

spiders of the genus Argiope, for instance, variation in silk-based pheromones can reveal to 

conspecific males the female’s mating status (Gaskett et al., 2004) and dietary history, and 

can also vary across populations (Henneken et al., 2015). Consequently, silk-based 

pheromones form part of the spider’s extended phenotype, providing males with reliable 

information about the signaller (Schaedelin and Taborsky, 2009). As with silk structural 

components, silk pheromones are influenced by the signaller’s environment, and diet is a 

significant component of this, particularly in Argiope spp. (Henneken et al., 2017c; 

Henneken et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006).  Since food and/or nutrient availability are 

likely to differ across geographic space, I expect silk pheromones to co-vary with web 

architectures over a geographic gradient.  

The St Andrew’s cross spider, Argiope keyserlingi is a well-recognized orb web spider 

with a broad geographic distribution along the eastern seaboard of Australia. Like other 

species of Argiope, the females add a web decoration to the orb web, the functional 

significance of which remains unclear (Herberstein et al., 2000b; Walter and Elgar, 2012). 

Males of this species use web-based pheromones to distinguish between virgin and mated 
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females (Gaskett et al., 2004).   Many aspects of A. keyserlingi webs and silk vary with diet 

and other environmental factors, including the protein structure of their silk (Craig et al., 

2000), web-architecture (Blamires, 2010), silk chemistry (Blamires et al., 2017), and silk-

based pheromones (Henneken et al., 2017c).  However, it is not known how these features 

vary in natural populations. Here, I examined population level variation in web architecture, 

silk chemistry, prey availability and spidroin gene expressions of A. keyserlingi across five 

geographically distinct populations along the eastern seaboard of Australia.  

Methods  

Experimental spiders 

A total of 72 sub-adult (n = 12) and adult (n = 60) female Argiope keyserlingi were 

collected over one week during January 2016 from five locations along the east seaboard of 

Australia: (1) Sydney (33.90 ˚ S, 151.23 ˚ E); (2) Taree (31.97 ˚ S 152. 58 ˚ E); (3) Coff’s 

Harbour (30.29° S, 153.11° E); (4) Broadwater (28.99° S, 153.41° E) and (5) Brisbane (7.34° S, 

153.06° E). The approximate distances between sites heading north from Sydney are: 

Sydney to Taree ≈ 310 km; Taree to Coff’s Harbour ≈ 220 km; Coff’s Harbour to Broadwater 

≈ 190 km; and Broadwater to Brisbane ≈ 250 km.   

A total of 57 spiders were transported live to the University of Melbourne, and an 

additional three specimens (all adults) from each population were transported to the 

Molecular Ecology and Evolution Facility at the University of New South Wales, Sydney for 

Real-time Quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) analysis (see below).  

Prey sampling 

Potential prey items were sampled at each collection site by waving a sweep net 10 - 

12 times directly above the vegetation where spiders had attached their webs. I also noted 

the presence of any insects observed on surrounding vegetation. All captured and observed 

insects were classified to the level of Order. 

Spider housing 

On return to the laboratory, the life-history stage of each individual spider was 

noted, and their weight recorded before being placed in individual, clean Perspex frames 

(58.5 x 58. 5 x 15 cm), and maintained in the laboratory at 25˚C under 12 h day/night 
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lighting conditions. The length of the front right leg length was measured post-mortem as an 

indication of body size. I used the residuals of a regression of body weight on leg length as a 

measure of female body condition (following Jakob et al., 1996). Measurements of web-

architecture and silk chemistry were taken from the first web built by each female within 

the first seven days spent in the laboratory. Females remained unfed until they completed 

their first web, thus ensuring that the nutritional resources used to construct the web were 

derived from the site of collection only.  

Web-architecture and silk collection 

Measurements of web architecture were obtained with a ruler, by placing the first 

web each spider built in the laboratory in front of a black background, thereby improving 

the visibility of the web. I measured the height and width of both the hub and the entire 

web. I also counted the number of spirals in each direction (up, down, left and right), the 

number of radii, and noted the presence of any web decorations. I used these 

measurements to calculate hub area, spiral area, the average number of spirals, mesh width 

and thread length following Herberstein and Tso (2000). Entire webs (individual silks were 

not isolated) were then carefully wound around a clean glass rod, which was stored inside 

an individual glass vial at -80 ˚C until chemical extractions were performed.  

Silk chemical composition analysis 

I used gas chromatography with flame ionization detection (GC-FID) analysis to 

assess individual variation in the chemical composition of the web silk. I also analysed a 

single, pooled silk sample (from three webs) using gas chromatography with mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS) to confirm constituent chemical identifications using the NIST11 

mass spectra library (http://www.nist.gov). Individual and bulk silk samples were extracted, 

derivatized and analysed following protocols outlined by Henneken et al. (2015).  

Quantitative PCR analysis 

Variation in spidroin gene expression from three individuals of A. keyserlingi from 

each of the five populations was assessed by Dr Sean Blamires at the Molecular Ecology and 

Evolution Facility at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). Spiders were euthanised by 

lethal dose of CO2 and their silk gland cavity dissected using autoclaved dissecting scissors 

http://www.nist.gov/
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and scalpels. Individual silk glands were not dissected (see Crawford, 2016) as dissections of  

glands needed to occur rapidly to ensure minimal mRNA degradation prior to extraction, 

and variation in individual gland gene expressions was not of specifically of interest. The 

extracted glands were stored in RNAlater (Ambion) at -80˚C (Mutter et al., 2004) to ensure 

there was no further mRNA degradation.  

Immediately after completing all dissections, the samples were lysed with 

RNase free mini pestles in QIAzol Lysis Reagent and mRNA was extracted from the 

glands using an RNeasy Plus Universal RNA extraction kit (Qiagen) within an RNAse 

free workspace. Genomic DNA was then removed using a gDNA Eliminator Solution 

provided with the extraction kit. The extracted RNA was then eluted in 30-35 μl and 

the concentration was measured with a NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). A mean concentration of 1877 ± 248 ng/μl RNA was 

extracted from all samples (and did not differ between spiders collected from 

different locations). Mean absorbance ratios of the samples were 2.08 (range of 

1.81-2.18) at 260/280 nm, and 1.99 (range of 1.13-2.37) at 260/230 nm. Absorbance 

ratios in this range are considered acceptable as ‘pure’ for single stranded RNA 

(NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer V3.7 User’s Manual). 

cDNA generation 

Reverse transcribed the extracted mRNA to cDNA using the Advantage-RT-for-PCR 

Kit (Clontech) to perform real-time PCR (qPCR). A combination of Oligo(dT) and random 

hexamer primers were used to generate cDNA. An RNAse inhibitor was used to prevent RNA 

degradation by RNAses during cDNA generation.  As a positive “housekeeping” control, 

mouse liver G3PDH amplimers (provided with the reverse transcription kit) was used  to 

amplify G3DPH (983 bp) from total RNA. Mouse liver cDNA amplicons were visualized by gel 

electrophoresis on 1.5% agarose gel. Omitting the reverse transcriptase in three random 

samples served as a negative control for the reverse transcription process. The spiders’ 

abdomens was included in the gene expression analysis for normalization against 

background expression of the genes in other silk glands or abdominal tissue. All procedures 

were replicated three times for each individual spider. 
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cDNA concentrations and absorbance ratio were measured using a NanoDrop 1000 

Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and all 260:280nm absorbance ratios were 

between 1.5 and 2.3. The cDNA was diluted to concentrations suitable for qPCR (~200 

ng/μl). Aliquots of each sample (5 μl) were added to a 96-well optical PCR plate, which was 

submitted to the Ramaciotti Centre for Genomics, UNSW, for gene-specific amplification by 

Fluidigm RT-qPCR.     

Reverse transcription and PCR activation were carried out using Eppendorf 

Mastercycler (Eppendorf, Mamburg, Germany) qPCR machines, following the recipe 

outlined by the reverse transcription kit handbook and Fluidigm Corporation guidelines 

(https://www.ramaciotti.unsw.edu.au/fluidigm/gene-expression-qpcr). RT-qPCR 

amplifications were generated using primers developed for the spidroin and accessory 

genes shown in Table 3.1. 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical tests were performed using JMP 13 (JMP®, Version 13, SAS Institute 

Inc). For analyses comparing silk chemical compositions, the peak area per mg of silk was 

normalized by log10(x+1) transformation. Principal component analyses (PCA) with 

orthogonal (varimax) rotations were performed to reduce correlations between dependent 

variables for both web-architecture and silk chemistry.  I used principle components (PCs) 

with eigenvalues greater than 1 in post-hoc mixed effects models with variance partitioned 

using the standard least squares method to assess variation in web-architecture and silk 

chemistry that can be explained by population, maturity or female condition.  

A univariate analysis was performed for each silk component and the total of all 

nitrogen-containing silk components (e.g. the amount of all amines and alkaloids), to 

determine which components varied with population and female condition. Two individuals 

from the Broadwater population were excluded as outliers.  

I examined the population-wide variation in the abundance of prey types with 

individual Generalized linear model (GLM) with a Poisson distribution for each insect order. 

I converted the threshold cycle (CT) values derived by RT-qPCR to 2-ΔΔC
T values, which 

were averaged for each individual spider across the three technical replicates for each 

https://www.ramaciotti.unsw.edu.au/fluidigm/gene-expression-qpcr
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spider, following Schmittgen and Livak (2008). I ran a MANOVA to compare the delta Ct 

values between the five populations. Highly expressed genes have a low delta Ct value and 

conversely genes that are poorly expressed in an individual have a high delta Ct value. As 

two replicate cycles were performed for each individual, the delta Ct values were calculated 

using mean values. Gene Major ampullate spidroin 1 gene (genebank accession NCU20329) 

was used as a control in the delta Ct calculations, as this was the most consistently 

expressed gene between all individuals. Genes where the expression failed in more than 6 

individuals were excluded from the analysis (see Table 3.1). I used a dummy variable of zero 

where the gene was not expressed in less than 6 individuals. 

Results  

Variation in body condition 

Female body condition was normally distributed and did not vary significantly 

between populations (p > 0.1) (mean female body condition ± standard error: Sydney = 0.48 

± 0.02, Taree = - 0.0090 ± 0.012, Coff’s Harbour = -0.0092 ± 0.016, Broadwater = -0.031 ± 

0.032 and Brisbane = 0.00012 ± 0.015). However, female body condition did vary with 

capture status (p = 0.0023) (mean body condition ± standard error: adults = 0.016 ± 0.008 

and sub-adults = -0.033 ± 0.012).   

Variation in prey type 

Prey species from six different insect Orders were identified across all populations, 

but no single prey species was present at all collection sites. The most common Order 

identified was Diptera followed by Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera. Other Orders identified 

included Orthoptera, Coleoptera and Odonata. There was a significant difference in the 

abundance of Diptera (χ2 = 10.29, p < 0.05), Lepidoptera (χ2 = 29.45, p < 0.001) and 

Hymenoptera (χ2 = 16.46, p = 0.0025) between populations (Figure 3.1). The abundance of 

Orthoptera, Coleoptera and Odonata was comparable between populations (p > 0.05). 

Interestingly, only lepidopterans were recorded at the Coff’s Harbour site. The abundance of 

all insects sampled also differed between populations (χ2 = 10.16, p < 0.038) but this is 

largely due to the high abundance of lepidopterans swarming at the Coff’s Harbour site. 
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Variation in web-architecture 

Thirty seven of the 57 females collected from the field produced a web within seven 

days of returning to the laboratory (Sydney: n= 5, Taree: n= 13, Coff’s Harbour: n= 8. 

Broadwater: n= 2 and Brisbane: n= 9). The PCA exploring variation in web-architecture 

revealed three eigenvalues greater than 1 that, combined, explained 89% of the observed 

variation (Table 3.2).  All peak loadings of PC1 were positive and strong (loading values 

greater than 0.25). In contrast PC2 and PC3 each had strong peak loadings for six and three 

of the 10 web-architectural features examined, respectively.  Post-hoc mixed effects models 

revealed no significant differences between populations, maturity or female condition on 

any of the PCs considered (p > 0.1). 

Variation in silk chemical composition 

Seven abundant components were identified by GC-MS: 2-pyrrilidinone, octanoic 

acid, phosphoric acid, succinic acid, GABamide, putrescine and N-Acetyl putrescine. In 

addition, I detected five unknown compounds: three that showed the characteristic 

fragmentation ion of amides or amines and two that showed the characteristic 

fragmentation patterns of saturated fatty acids with NIST matches (>95%) to hexadecanoic 

acid.   

The PCA examining variation in silk chemistry revealed three eigenvalues greater 

than 1 that in combination explained 78% of the observed variation (Table 3.3). With the 

exception of phosphoric acid and the two hexadecanoic acids, all peak loadings of PC1 were 

positive. The peak loadings of PC1 were mostly strong (loading values greater than 0.25) 

except for those representing phosphoric acid and hexadecanoic acid 2. In contrast PC2 and 

PC3 each had strong peak loadings for four and seven of the 12 components, respectively.  

Post-hoc mixed effects models revealed a significant effect of population on PC1 and female 

condition on PC3.  There was no effect of maturity on any of the principle components (p > 

0.1) (Table 3.4). 

A univariate analysis (Table 3.5) revealed population level differences in 2-

pyrrolidinone, amide 1 and putrescine (Figure 3.2). All other silk components, as well as the 

total amount of all the nitrogen-containing components did not vary between populations. 

There was a significant positive correlation between female condition and the amount of 
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unknown amide three (Figure 3.3) and the total amount of nitrogen-containing silk 

components (Figure 3.4).  

Population variation in gene expression 

Of the genes examined in the RT-qPCR analysis, 10 were expressed in more than six 

individuals and were included in the analysis (Table 3.1). My MANOVA revealed no 

significant difference in gene expression between the populations (Wilks’ λ = 0.03, F = 0.59, 

p = 0.88).  

Discussion 

I found evidence that the silk chemistry, but not the web architecture of the orb 

webs of St Andrew’s cross spiders vary geographically. My survey also revealed substantial 

differences in the types of prey available across collection sites. I nevertheless found little 

variation in gene expression across sites, despite the large geographic distances between my 

populations.  

There is compelling evidence that variation in web-architecture reflects the spider’s 

most commonly encountered prey species (Blamires, 2010; Sandoval, 1994; Sherman, 1994; 

Tso et al., 2007). Other environmental influences may nonetheless also shape web-

architecture, including wind exposure and temperature (Vollrath et al., 1997; Wu et al., 

2013). Surprisingly, I found little variation in web-architecture despite significant variation in 

the prey species captured via sweep netting at each collection site. It is probable that my 

sampling method does not accurately reflect the diversity of insects consumed by individual 

spiders (Uetz et al., 1978) and flight intercept traps, such as those used by Edwards et al. 

(2009) may have been more informative. However, my aim was to determine whether the 

available prey species differed between my collection sites, rather than link prey type to any 

aspect of web plasticity. Regardless, the lack of population level variation in web-

architecture  was unexpected and not broadly consistent with previous empirical studies 

(Blamires, 2010). One possible explanation is that the spiders adjust their assessment of 

foraging history over a relatively short time period, thereby optimising their foraging 

strategies. The spiders in my sample were unable to build webs whilst travelling between 

collection sites for between 2 and 7 days.  Nonetheless, previous experiments have shown 

that at least 10 days is required to remove the effects of previous experience over web-
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building behaviours in the laboratory (Blamires et al., 2017). If the spiders retain information 

about their foraging history for less than 2 days, then all of the spiders in my sample would 

have very similar foraging ‘histories’ and thus build similar webs. 

Silk chemical composition varied between the sampled populations, but interestingly 

differences at this broad geographic scale are not mirrored at a finer scale: many of the silk 

components characterised in the present study were previously reported for A. keyserlingi 

(Henneken et al., 2017c), which reported no significant variation  between sites that were 

less than 2 km apart. However, Henneken et al. (2017c) examined the chemistry of only the 

supporting silk of the web, while I collected whole webs.  I also characterized three 

additional components not identified in the previous study: succinic acid and hexadecanoic 

acids 1 and 2. Arthropod predators are predicted to be nitrogen-limited, as their insect prey 

do not contain sufficient nitrogen to meet their needs (Fagan and Denno, 2004; Fagan et al., 

2002). Thus I predict that diet might influence the investment of nitrogenous compounds in 

Argiope silk (Henneken et al., 2017c; Henneken et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006). Since my 

populations varied in the availability of half of the insect Orders observed at my collection 

sites, I expect expensive, nitrogen containing silk components to be less abundant in 

individuals with inadequate dietary nitrogen. Intriguingly, three nitrogen containing 

compounds differed, between my populations; 2-pyrrolidinone, amide 1 and putrescine.  

Yet, the total of all nitrogen-containing components did not vary across populations, 

suggesting that spiders invest their limited nitrogen resources differently, perhaps in 

response to environmental challenges.  However, I was not able to determine the nitrogen 

content of each population’s diet in this study. Future studies should consider manipulating 

the dietary nitrogen of spiders to determine how individuals invest their limited nitrogen 

resources in these web-based chemical components.  

The functional role, if any, of most of these silk components is unknown.  

Nevertheless, two compounds, 2-pyrrolidinone and putrescine that vary between my 

populations are involved in inter-specific communication. The alkaloid 2-pyrrolidinone is an 

ant-deterrent (Zhang et al., 2012) and the polyamine putrescine is known to attract 

Dipteran prey (Henneken et al., 2017b). The variation in these compounds may reflect 

variation in ant and prey abundance at my collection sites. Post-hoc tukey’s test revealed 

the Brisbane population is primarily responsible for variation in 2-pyrrolidone, being 
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significantly less abundant than in the Sydney (post hoc Tukey’s adjusted p = 0.012) and 

Coff’s Harbour (post hoc Tukey’s adjusted p = 0.025) populations (Figure 3.2). I did not 

consider the presence or abundance of ant species at my collection sites, but I can speculate 

that lower numbers and densities of ant predators may be present at the Brisbane site. 

Spiders from the Brisbane population also have higher amounts of putrescine than 

individuals from the Sydney population (post hoc Tukey’s adjusted p = 0.024; Figure 3.2), 

and yet the abundance of Dipteran prey was comparable between these populations 

(proportion of dipteran prey: Sydney = 0.27 and Brisbane = 0.36; Figure 3.1) and lower than 

Taree (proportion of Dipteran prey: Taree = 0.7; Figure 3.1), suggesting that individuals do 

not adjust their investment in putrescine accordingly to the availability of Dipteran prey.  

Surprisingly, I did not detect differences in the chemistry of silk produced by 

immature and adult females.  The surface chemistry of the silk produced by females of A. 

keyserlingi provides conspecific males with information about their mating status: virgin 

males prefer the webs built by penultimate and adult virgin females over those constructed 

by mated females (Gaskett et al. 2004). Females capture and consume courting males, and 

so the ability of males to distinguish between females of different mating statuses benefits 

the male because his reproductive success is generally higher if he attempts to mate initially 

with a virgin than mated female (Elgar et al., 2000). Sub-adult female A. keyserlingi may also 

benefit by signalling their lack of receptivity to avoid male harassment and reduce the 

number of males on her web, who can increase her risk of predation and decrease her 

foraging success (Herberstein et al., 2002). It is possible that males rely on a different aspect 

of the female’s silk to distinguish between potential mates based on maturity, such as silk 

thickness. It is also worth noting that most of the females were mature and that their exact 

ages were unknown. It would be interesting to compare the silk chemistry of females of 

known ages along with other aspects of their silk.  

Nevertheless, silk chemistry varied with female condition, which may reveal female 

fecundity (Kreiter and Wise, 2001; Spence et al., 1996; Ward and Lubin, 1993; Wise, 1979). I 

found that a single amide, unknown amide 3 increased with female condition, as did the 

total amount of nitrogen-containing silk components.  Nitrogen-containing silk components 

(including amides) may be expensive for nitrogen-limited arthropod predators (Fagan and 

Denno, 2004; Fagan et al., 2002), and natural populations of spiders are often food limited 
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(Anderson, 1974; Kreiter and Wise, 2001; Miyashita, 1991), making these components a 

potentially reliable indication of a female’s past foraging success, her nutritional health and 

perhaps indirectly her fecundity (see also Henneken et al., 2017a). However, it is not known 

whether males use these compounds as signals when making mating decisions.  

Recent spider silk transcriptomic analyses have revealed that each of the individual 

silk glands may express a combination of all spidroin genes (Babb et al., 2017; Clarke et al., 

2017), albeit with certain spidroins preferentially expressed within certain glands (Babb et 

al., 2017; Chaw et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2017). Furthermore, gland-specific expression 

patterns may vary substantially across individuals (Correa-Garhwal et al., 2017). Here I 

screened the expression of all spidroin genes across all silk glands in A. keyserlingi from five 

geographically distinct populations. I assessed the combined expressions of silk glands using 

RT-qPCR, and found no differences among populations. This led me to conclude that the 

total silk gene expression is similar across the populations. I am confident that the 

extractions and amplifications were highly controlled and little contamination with non-

target nucleic acids occurred, however, it cannot be categorically ruled out. Argiope spp. are 

considered excellent dispersers and there is often much genetic homogeneity within 

species, even when dispersed across disparate geographic regions (Agnarsson et al., 2016). 

It is therefore unsurprising that silk gene variability was low in A. keyserlingi across the 

Australian eastern seaboard, where no physical barriers to its dispersal exist.  There is, 

nonetheless, a distinct possibility that gland-specific expressions differ among the 

populations. Indeed, amino acid analyses have suggested that populations within Sydney 

show a high degree of variability in expression of the major ampullate spidroins MaSp1 and 

MaSp2 (Blamires et al., 2016a; Blamires et al., 2016b). Further studies should investigate silk 

gland-specific genetic expression patterns in this species to better understand the genetic 

basis for its considerable silk plasticity (Blamires et al., 2017; Blamires et al., 2016a).  

While overall silk gene expression variability was low across the sampled populations 

of A. keyserlingi, genetic variation might contribute to some of the variation in silk chemistry 

that I found. Much of the variation observed in this study comes from the nitrogen-

containing components (2-pyrrolidinone, amide 1 and 3, and putrescine) that are predicted 

to be expensive for spiders to synthesize when nitrogen intake is limited as a consequence 

of limited prey (Fagan and Denno, 2004; Fagan et al., 2002). This evidence, together with 
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other studies on dietary influences on silk chemistry in A. keyserlingi (Henneken et al., 

2017c; Henneken et al., 2015) suggests that the variation most likely reflects the 

environmental challenges (including variable nutrient acquisition) faced by the spiders, 

particularly reproducing females. Unfortunately, I did not collect the silk of spiders used in 

the RT-qPCR analysis prior to their euthanasia so it is not possible to examine relationships 

between gene expression and silk chemistry here. Given the observed variation in the 

nitrogenous silk components, future studies should consider examining the differential 

expression of the genes involved in the synthesis of alkaloids and amides to determine the 

genetic influences on silk chemistry 

Despite differences in prey availability between my populations, I found that Argiope 

keyserlingi females built similar webs in a laboratory setting. Overall silk gene expression 

patterns were also homogeneous across the five populations. Nevertheless, since I did not 

examine the gland-specific genetic expression patterns, I cannot be sure that web 

architecture changes are a consequence of the genetic expressions. One cost of plasticity for 

an individual is a phenotype-environment mismatch. My findings suggest that A. keyserlingi 

females may limit this cost for web-architecture by assessing their own foraging history over 

a shorter period of time than previously thought. Variation in silk chemistry at both the 

population-level and with female condition was restricted to nitrogen-containing 

components. This is consistent with the view that spiders are often nitrogen-limited, but the 

broader biological consequences of nitrogen limitations, such as mate-attraction and 

fecundity, are yet to be empirically investigated.  
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Table 3.1 Genebank I.D and description for genes tested in RT-qPCR analysis. Genes 

expressed in less than 6 individuals were excluded from the analysis 

 Genebank accession 
number 

Description 

Expressed in 
6 or more 

individuals 

ADU47855 Single-stranded binding protein, bacterial 
AF350266 Argiope trifasciata major ampullate spidroin 1 (MaSp1)  
DQ409058 Latrodectus. hesperus (MaSp2) 
AF027736 Nephila clavipes minor ampullate spidroin 1 (MaSp1)  
AF350282 Plectreuys tristis fibroins  
ADU47856 ABC transporter related protein 
HQ005891 L. hesperus putative ribosomal protein 
AY953074 L. hesperus MaSp1  
NEPFIBPR N. clavipes major ampullate spidroin2  
NCU20329 N. clavipes major ampullate spidroin1  

Expressed in 
less than 6 
individuals 

Atg8A Autophagy related gene 8a, Drosophila melanogaster 
HQ00610 L. hesperus, putative class II, Basic helix-loop-helix 

protein  
ADU47854 Bacterial GTPase, Intrasporangium calvum 
AF350283/AF350281 P. tristis fibroins  
AY953073 Dienopsis spinose tubuliform spidroin 1  
Contig 43, 30, 26 Hypothetical proteins 
Gpdh Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, D. melanogaster 
HQ005829 L. hesperus CRISPR3 Cytosine-rich secretory protein 
AY855102 N. clavipes tubuliform spidroin  
AF027973 N. clavipes flagelliform silk protein (Flag)  
AF350271 Euagrus chisoseus fibroin 1  
AF027735 N. clavipes minor ampullate spidroin 1 (MiSp1)  
AF350270 Dolomedes tenebrosus fibroin 2 
AY426339 A. trifasciata aciniform spidroin 1  
DQ409057 L. hesperus MaSp1  
HQ005822 L. hesperus putative gamma-glutamyl transferase 
AY953070 L. hesperus tubuliform spidroin 1  
AY953072 Uloborus diversus tubuliform spidroin 1  
HQ006066 L. hesperus microleptin-1 precursor 
AY566305 Agelenopsis aperta major ampullate spidroin  
HQ006088 L. hesperus putative alpha-1-microglobulin 
AY953075 L. hesperus MaSp2 
AF350267 A. trifasciata MaSp2 
AF350264 A. trifasciata Flag  
HQ005281 L. hesperus putative ubiquitine ligase 
HQ005774 L. hesperus gamma glutamyl transpeptidase 
gil318086999 L. hesperus putative lectin 
Ank2 Drosophila silvestris mRNA seq 
ADF-1 Araneus diadematus fibroin 1  
AF350284 P. tristis fibroin 4 
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HQ006091 L. hesperus putative scavenger receptor cytosine-rich 
protein 

HQ005871 L. hesperus phosphorus amino transferase 
AF350269 Dolomedes tenebrosus fibroin 1  
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Table 3.2 PC loadings for features of web-architecture. Together PC1, PC2 and PC3 

represent a minimum of 89% of the variation across all spiders and populations. Loadings 

with values greater than 0.25 are shown in bold 

Feature PC1 PC2 PC3 

Hub height 0.46 0.61 0.38 
Hub width 0.54 0.78 0.19 
Total web height 0.84 -0.15 -0.10 
Total web width 0.95 -0.026 -0.22 
Average spirals 0.61 -0.70 0.24 
Total radii 0.82 -0.18 0.29 
Thread length 0.86 -0.48 -0.014 
Hub area 0.47 0.80 021 
Spiral area 0.93 -0.14 -0.24 
Mesh width 0.33 0.54 -0.72 
% Variance 51.4 27.5 10.3 
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Table 3.3 PC loadings for components of silk chemistry. Together PC1, PC2 and PC3 

represent a minimum of 77% of the variation across all spiders and populations. Loadings 

with values greater than 0.25 are shown in bold 

Component PC1 PC2 PC3 

2-pyrrolidinone 0.96 -0.029 0.11 
Octanoic acid 0.25 0.77 -0.32 
Phosphoric acid -0.16 0.59 -0.31 
Succinic acid 0.71 0.15 -0.28 
Unknown amide 1 0.96 0.013 0.15 
Unknown amide 2 0.96 0.16 0.019 
Unknown amide 3 0.52 0.027 -0.71 
GABamide 0.95 0.10 0.061 
Putrescine 0.71 0.015 0.49 
N-Acetyl Putrescine 0.56 -0.017 0.25 
Hexadecanoic acid 1 -0.38 0.69 0.43 
Hexadecanoic acid 2 -0.22 0.88 0.21 
% Variance 46.86 19.04 11.61 
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Table 3.4 Mixed effect analysis on the effects of population, maturity and female condition 

on the three principal components with eigenvalues greater than 1.   

Component Factor Df F-ratio Prob>F 

PC1 Population 4 
 

7.12 
 

0.0004* 

PC2 Population 4 0.92 0.46 
 

PC3 Population 4 
 

0.73 0.58 
 

Female condition 1 6.70 0.014* 
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Table 3.5 Results of univariate analysis of individual silk components (log10(x+1) 

transformations of peak area per mg of silk) testing the effects of population and female 

condition, p-values > 0.05 are marked with an asterisk. The Broadwater population (n = 2) 

was excluded from this analysis.  

Response Population Female Condition 

F-ratio Df Prob>F F-ratio Df Prob>F 

2-pyrrolidinone 4.81 3 0.0073* 3.98 1 0.054 

Octanoic acid 0.24 3 0.87 1.65 1 0.21 

Phosphoric acid 1.18 3 0.33 0.24 1 0.63 

Succinic acid 1.83 3 0.16 2.46 1 0.13 

Amide 1  2.93 3 0.049* 1.31 1 0.26 

Amide 2 2.65 3 0.066 0.99 1 0.33 

Amide 3 1.02 3 0.39 15.60 1 0.0004* 

GABamide 1.60 3 0.21 0.37 1 0.54 

Putrescine 3.21 3 0.036* 3.70 1 0.063 

N-Acetyl Putrescine 1.72 3 0.18 1.15 1 0.29 

Hexadecanoic acid 1 1.33 3 0.28 3.09 1 0.09 

Hexadecanoic acid 2 0.76 3 0.53 1.17 1 0.28 

Total nitrogen-
containing components 

1.67 3 0.19 4.84 1 0.034* 
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Figure 3.1 Taxonomic characterization of prey type (identified to order) for each population 
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Figure 3.2 Mean proportion per mg of silk with their standard errors for three silk 

components across four populations. Individuals from the Broadwater population (n = 2) 

were not included in this analysis 
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Figure 3.3 Positive correlation between the amount of amide 3 (peak area μV.s per mg of 

silk (log10(x+1) transformation)) and female condition across all populations excluding 

Broadwater (n = 2) 
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Figure 3.4. Positive correlation between the total amount (peak area μV.s per mg of silk 

(log10(x+1) transformation)) of all nitrogen-containing silk components (2-pyrrolidinone, 

amides 1, 2 and 3, GABamide, putrescine and N-acetyl putrescine) and female condition 

across all populations excluding Broadwater (n = 2)  
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The potential role of web-based putrescine as a prey attracting 
allomone 

 

Abstract 
 

The use of prey-attracting allomones is likely to be an effective foraging strategy for 

sit-and-wait predators. Despite this, the production and efficacy of such allomones have 

rarely been documented. Previous investigations into the chemical composition of spider 

silk have revealed the presence of a number of potential allomone chemicals such as the 

amide putrescine, a foul-smelling organic compound. Putrescine is attractive to several 

terrestrial invertebrates, many of which are also typical prey species of spiders, but whether 

prey attraction is an underlying mechanism promoting its inclusion in web silk is currently 

untested. Here, we artificially increased the amount of putrescine in the web silk of female 

Argiope keyserlingi and assessed the resulting variation in prey interception of normal 

versus putrescine augmented webs under semi-natural field conditions. We demonstrated 

that webs misted with a putrescine solution captured significantly more prey than webs 

misted with a control solution and also found differences in prey capture rates between 

individuals from different populations. This not only suggests that web-bound putrescine 

acts as a prey attracting allomone, but also that there is population level variation in the 

web-based foraging strategies of these spiders. 
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Introduction 

Allomones are chemical cues used to transmit information between individuals of 

different species. They are distinguishable from other interspecific chemical cues, such as 

kairomones, by being beneficial for the signaller, but detrimental to the receiver (Nordlund 

and Lewis, 1976). Despite allomones being described from a range of taxa, our knowledge of 

their efficacy stems largely from those employed defensively by prey species against 

predators. For example, the earwig Labidura riparia releases an allomone that mimics the 

smell of carrion and thereby discourages predators (Byers, 2015). Other examples of 

defensive predator-deterrent allomones include toxic or distasteful chemicals released by 

some species of amphibians (Brodie and Smatresk, 1990; Daly et al., 2005), insects (e.g. stink 

bugs, Borges & Aldrich, 1992; moths and leaf beetles, Schulz, 1998; see also Whitman et al., 

1990 and references within) and marine invertebrates (Fontana et al., 1993; Schulte and 

Scheuer, 1982). Less commonly described are allomones emitted by predators that exploit 

chemical preferences and thus attract their prey species.  

Prey-attracting allomones may be an especially effective foraging strategy for sit-

and-wait predators, which do not ‘actively’ hunt prey. Sit-and-wait predators are 

taxonomically widespread, and include trap-building terrestrial invertebrates (Eltz, 1997; 

Riechert, 2009; Scharf et al., 2011), reptiles (Andrews, 1979; Porges et al., 2003; Secor and 

Nagy, 1994) and, arguably, carnivorous plants (Englund and Harms, 2001; Harms, 1999). 

However, the identity and effectiveness of these prey-attracting allomones are rarely 

investigated. For example, although the exploitation of prey-attracting allomones by 

carnivorous species was first proposed by Darwin (1875), the action of such allomones has 

only recently been unequivocally demonstrated. Kreuzwieser et al. (2014) showed that 

Drosophila melanogaster were attracted to volatile organic compounds released by the 

Venus flytrap, Dionaea muscipula, suggesting that the plant attracts Drosophila by exploiting 

a pre-existing preference for these chemicals (Kreuzwieser et al., 2014). Perhaps the best 

studied example of a prey-attracting allomone involves the bolas spider (particularly 

Mastophora spp.), which produces species-specific female moth sex pheromones that 

attract male moths searching for a reproductive partner (Gemeno et al., 2000; Haynes et al., 

2001; Yeargan, 1994). Once the male moth has been lured to the spider, it is able to trap the 
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moth using a sticky silk ball. This allomone takes advantage of the prey's olfactory bias and 

yields a fitness benefit for the signaller. 

Trap-building sit-and-wait predators may be similarly able to increase the 

effectiveness of their traps by adorning them with prey-attracting allomones. Several 

components in spider silk may act as allomones and be attractive to prey species (see 

Schulz, 2013). However, few behavioural studies have attempted to evaluate this role. 

Additionally, some spider species decorate their webs with insect carcasses or rotting 

material that is attractive to prey species, either by odours released directly from the debris 

(Bjorkman-Chiswell et al., 2004; Hénaut et al., 2010) or through the decomposition by 

odour-releasing yeast (Tietjen et al., 1987). Other potential prey-attracting chemicals have 

been detected in spider silk (Eberhard, 1981; Schulz, 2013), and although the authors 

suggested they may act as allomones, there has been no behavioural evidence supporting 

that role. For example, the web silk of the male spider Pholcus phalangioides contains the 

alkene (Z)-9-tricosene, a key component in the pheromones of several insects, including 

potential prey species such as the house fly, Musca domestica. The alkene may act as an 

allomone when released by the spider, but the necessary behavioural studies required to 

determine whether it is attractive to prey species have not been undertaken (Xiao et al., 

2010). 

The web silk of spiders contains a surprisingly diverse array of chemicals, including 

salts (Blamires et al., 2017; Sahni et al., 2014), amides (Townley et al., 2006), alkenes (Xiao 

et al., 2010) and alkaloids (Zhang et al., 2012). Behavioural studies provide strong evidence 

that some of these spider web-based chemicals are important for mate choice (see Gaskett, 

2007), but few studies have investigated alternative functional roles of specific web-based 

chemicals (but see Zhang et al., 2012). One such chemical is the amide putrescine. This has 

been found in the silk of a number of spider species including those in the genera Argiope 

(Henneken et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006) and Nephila (Higgins et al., 2001) and is 

probably a component of the adhesive droplets located on the threads making up the 

capture spiral of the web (Townley et al., 1991). Many properties of these adhesive droplets 

vary considerably with different environmental factors including wind (droplet volume; Wu 

et al., 2013), temperature and humidity (droplet extensibility; Stellwagen et al., 2014), prey 

type (droplet volume and stickiness; Blamires et al., 2017) and nutrition (salt concentrations 
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and stickiness; Blamires et al., 2017; droplet volume, stickiness and colour; Blamires et al., 

2014). In Argiope trifasciata, the amount of putrescine in the silk also varies with diet 

(Henneken et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006). Spiders provided with a garlic supplement 

produced webs that contained more putrescine, suggesting that putrescine's presence in 

silk may be nutrient dependent (Henneken et al., 2015). Further, nitrogen-containing 

components such as putrescine are predicted to be expensive for arthropod predators 

whose prey contain little nitrogen (Fagan and Denno, 2004; Fagan et al., 2002). The 

presence of putrescine on spider silk is particularly interesting because it has a very 

distinctive odour (of rotting matter) that can be attractive to flies. In fact, putrescine is a key 

component of at least two commercial lures targeting tephritid flies (Robacker, 1999). 

Whether putrescine in the web silk of spiders’ acts as a prey-attracting allomone has not 

been demonstrated empirically. 

Here, we experimentally manipulated the amount of web-bound putrescine to 

assess whether it acts as a prey-attracting allomone and thus enhances the foraging success 

of female St Andrew's cross spiders, Argiope keyserlingi. This species of orb-weaving spider 

is common along the eastern seaboard of Australia. The spiders construct characteristic 

cruciform-shaped silk decorations (Walter and Elgar, 2012) and readily include flies in their 

diet (Bradley, 1993; Herberstein et al., 1998). 

Methods 

Collection and Housing 

To assess variation in foraging strategies between geographically distinct populations 

we collected 57 sub-adult and adult female A. keyserlingi from five locations (Sydney, Taree, 

Coff's Harbour, Broadwater and Brisbane) along the east coast of Australia in January 2016 

(approximate distances between sites: Sydney and Taree = 310 km, Taree and Coff's 

Harbour = 220 km, Coff's Harbour and Broadwater = 190 km and Broadwater and Brisbane = 

250 km). All spiders were collected from semiurban environments (e.g. carparks, roadsides 

and gardens). Once in the laboratory, individual females were placed in clean Perspex 

frames that exceeded the size of webs observed in the field (58.5 x 58.5 cm and 15 cm deep) 

and maintained at 25 ˚C under 12:12 h day:night lighting conditions. Females were fed two 

third-instar crickets, Acheta domestica, per week. Webs were misted with water three times 
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a week and females were weighed (mg) prior to commencing the experimental trials. We 

also measured the length of their front right leg, as an indicator of body size, and 

subsequently calculated body condition as the residuals of a regression of body weight on 

leg length following Jakob et al., (1996) . 

Field assays 

We investigated whether putrescine functions as a prey attractant using a paired 

design that compared the attraction of two separate webs constructed by the same female 

(N = 39 females from four of the five collection sites), which were sprayed with a solution of 

either putrescine (experimental) or water (control). At the start of the experiment each of 

the 39 adult females was transferred to a smaller clean Perspex frame (26 x 26 cm and 10 

cm deep) where each was allowed to build a web. After completion of her first web, the 

female was transferred to a second clean frame in order for her to construct a second web. 

Females were given a maximum of 5 days to build two webs; webs older than 6 days were 

discarded. Not all individuals built consecutive webs in the allocated time. As a result, trials 

consisted of webs built by individuals from four of the five populations and some females 

contributed webs to multiple trials (number of females building two webs in the allocated 

time from Sydney = 5, Taree = 6, Coff's Harbour = 5 and Brisbane = 6; number of web pairs 

from Sydney = 5, Taree = 8, Coff's Harbour = 8 and Brisbane = 9).   

After constructing her web, each female was removed and any web decorations 

were noted. The webs were then transported (in their frames) to a field site in Werribee, 

Victoria, Australia (37.877456˚S, 144.6619˚E), a semirural location with a habitat comprising 

long, unmaintained grass. Only the webs were used in the field assays, as it is possible that 

the female’s colourful body provides a visual cue to potential prey as demonstrated for A. 

argentata (Craig and Ebert 1994). We randomly allocated the female's first or second webs 

to experimental or control groups. The experimental treatment involved lightly misting the 

web three times (equating to approximately 240 ml of liquid) with a clear and odourless 

putrescine solution containing 1.1 mg/ml putrescine (1,4-butanediamine; Sigmae Aldrich, St 

Louis, MO, U.S.A.) in distilled water. The female's other web was allocated to the control 

treatment, and was similarly lightly misted three times with distilled water only (ca. 240 ml). 

Both the water and putrescine solution were similarly taken up by the webs. We ran 4 field 

assays (each lasting 8 hours) between the 22nd of February and the 9th of March 2016, and 
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to control for any effect of web-building order we ensured that on any given day 50% of the 

putrescine-sprayed webs were the female's first web and 50% were the female's second 

web. 

The frames containing the spiderless webs were placed in pairs on the ground 

ensuring a distance of at least 3 m between pairs and 15 cm within each pair. The trial 

commenced at 0930 hours each morning, and each web was then visually inspected for prey 

species each subsequent hour, for 8 h. The number, type, and location of prey trapped in 

each web were recorded and then the location of individual webs within each pair was 

swapped. The trapped prey were not removed from the web, to avoid damaging the web 

and its capacity to intercept subsequent prey. As a result, it was not possible to identify 

insects to the family level, and in many cases insects that were recorded subsequently 

escaped. If the spider had been present in the web, we expect that they would have 

wrapped and killed these insects and so we counted all insects intercepted in the web. We 

ran trials over 4 sampling days (mean ± 1 SE number of pairs on a given sampling day = 7.5 ± 

0.9) at the end of February and the start of March 2016. 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical tests were performed using JMP 12 (SAS JMP, Version 12, SAS Institute 

Inc., Cary, NC, U.S.A.). The total number of prey caught was log transformed (log10(x+1)) to 

normalize data. We first assessed the influence of treatment (putrescine or control), 

population, web decorations (see Walter & Elgar, 2012), web number (whether the web was 

the first or second web built by the female), trial date, female condition, population x 

treatment interaction and web decoration x treatment interaction on prey capture success 

(the probability that a web succeeded in capturing at least one prey item) using a restricted 

maximum likelihood model with a dummy variable for prey capture success (where 1 = the 

web successfully captured at least one prey item and 0 = the web failed to capture any 

prey). 

We then assessed the influence of the above variables on the total number of prey 

caught using a restricted maximum likelihood model. Female identification was included as 

a random factor in all models. We reduced both models using hierarchical stepwise 
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backward deletion removing factors and interactions with P values greater than or equal to 

0.1. 

Results  

Prey Capture Success 

Of the 60 webs, 47 captured at least one prey item during the trial period. The webs 

typically captured Dipterans although a single Lepidoptera was also intercepted. 

The likelihood a web succeeded in capturing at least one prey item during the trial 

period (Prey capture) varied with female population origin (p = 0.041; Figure 4.1), but was 

not influenced by treatment (putrescine versus control; Table 4.1), the presence of a web 

decoration, web number (first or second), trial date, female condition, population x 

treatment interaction or web decoration x treatment interaction (all p > 0.1). 

Number of Prey Intercepted 

The total number of prey intercepted was significantly higher for webs sprayed with 

putrescine than webs sprayed with water (Table 4.1, Figure 4.2). There was a significant 

effect of population origin on the total number of prey intercepted (p = 0.03; Table 4.1, 

Figure 4.3). However, the number of prey intercepted was not influenced by the presence of 

web decoration, the order of web construction, female condition, population x treatment 

interaction, web decoration x treatment interaction (all p > 0.10) or sampling date (p = 

0.09). 

Web Decoration Presence 

Just 17 of the 60 webs were decorated. Decorated webs were evenly distributed 

between treatment groups (number of decorated webs: control = 8 and putrescine = 9) and 

web order (number of decorated webs: first web built = 7 and second web built = 10) and 14 

of the decorated webs were within the same pair. There was also no difference in the 

presence of decorations between populations (p = 0.10). 
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Discussion  

Sit-and-wait predators are likely to benefit from strategies that increase prey 

encounter rates, including prey-attracting allomones (Gemeno et al., 2000) or visual lures 

(Blamires et al., 2011; Bush et al., 2008). Here we provide evidence that web-based 

putrescine may act as a generalist dipteran prey-attracting allomone. Specifically, webs 

misted with a putrescine solution intercepted nearly twice as many prey as control webs 

misted with water only. Our results also highlight population-specific differences in the 

capacity of webs to capture prey, suggesting population-specific consistencies in web silk 

properties. Finally, we found no evidence that web decorations influenced the number of 

prey intercepted by the web.  

Putrescine is thought to provide scavenging insects with a reliable cue for food or 

oviposition sites, as it is released during bacterial decomposition of protein. Thus species 

that feed or oviposit on decaying plant or animal matter are the most likely species to be 

attracted to putrescine-containing commercial lures (Leblanc et al., 2010). Putrescine is 

particularly effective as a lure of dipterans, including the fruit flies Dacus cucurbitae 

(Wakabayashi and Cunningham, 1991), Ceratitis capitate (Leblanc et al., 2010), Anastrepha 

ludens (Robacker and Warfield, 1993) and Anastrepha suspensa (Kendra et al., 2009). The 

dominance of flies trapped in our putrescine webs are consistent with this pattern. By acting 

as a generalist, rather than species-specific attractant, putrescine may be a particularly 

effective prey-attracting allomone for generalist foragers such as orb web spiders. 

Nevertheless, while putrescine is a key component of commercial lures, it is more effective 

when combined with other compounds (Robacker and Warfield, 1993). As spider silk is a 

rich source of chemicals, other chemicals may similarly act as prey attractants, either solely 

or synergistically with putrescine. For example, stable flies, Stomoxys calcitrans, orient 

towards succinic acid which is likely to be a host cue (Alzogaray and Carlson, 2000) and is 

also found in the web silk of A. trifasciata (Henneken et al., 2015). Thus, it is possible that 

putrescine combines with other chemicals in spider webs to attract prey species.  

Putrescine is a nitrogen-containing amide and arthropod predators arguably 

experience nitrogen limitation in natural populations, as herbivorous prey do not always 

contain sufficient nitrogen to meet their requirements (Denno and Fagan, 2003; Fagan et al., 

2002). Indeed the variation in silk chemistry in A. keyserlingi suggests that not all individuals 
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can meet the costs of web-based putrescine (Henneken et al., 2017c). Whether the benefits 

of capturing additional diptera can meet the costs of web-based putrescine is unclear. 

However, a two fold increase in prey capture rates as demonstrated here is likely to have 

positive fitness consequences over a longer time period. For example, well-fed female A. 

keyserlingi have a higher reproductive output than poorly fed females (Bradley, 1993). We 

may also expect the presence of web-based putrescine to vary with female age or 

reproductive status. In addition to determining the costs of web-based putrescine, future 

studies should also consider whether it is attractive to specific prey species. Many insects 

feed or oviposit on protein sources and thus may be sensitive to putrescine as a food cue. 

These may include energy- or nutrient-dense prey (especially nitrogen-rich species such as 

omnivorous insects (Denno and Fagan, 2003)) that can sustain the costs of putrescine 

investment. 

The amount of putrescine in webs differs between individuals (Henneken et al., 

2017c) and like other chemical cues this may be driven by the individual spider's diet 

(Henneken et al., 2017a). Indeed, dietary studies suggest that production of web-based 

putrescine may have specific energy or nutrient requirements (Henneken et al., 2015; 

Townley et al., 2006), consistent with findings that arthropod predators are likely to be 

nitrogen-limited (Denno and Fagan, 2003; Fagan and Denno, 2004; Fagan et al., 2002). Such 

dietary requirements could create a positive feedback loop; individuals that capture greater 

numbers of prey (or perhaps nitrogen-rich prey) are better equipped to invest in more prey-

attracting allomones which leads to more prey encounters. The fitness benefits of acquiring 

additional prey and the costs of putrescine production is worthy of future study. Currently, 

it is unclear whether the nutrients or energy acquired from any additional prey species is 

sufficient to meet the energetic (or potentially physiological) costs of investing in web-based 

putrescine. Further, changes in silk chemistry may subsequently modify other silk properties 

(such as thread stickiness) and this may have additional consequences (costs or benefits) for 

web-based prey capture (Blamires et al., 2017). 

We also observed a significant effect of population origin on both the likelihood of 

capturing at least one prey item and the total number of prey intercepted that could not be 

explained by web decorations or female condition. Females from Coff's Harbour had 

substantially higher capture rates than those from Brisbane. Coff's Harbour residents were 
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not only more likely to catch at least one prey item than those from Brisbane (post hoc 

Tukey's adjusted p = 0.03), but also caught significantly more prey (p = 0.02). This clearly 

suggests population level differences in some aspect of the web and not necessarily the 

amount of putrescine (e.g. silk chemistry or web architecture). Both silk chemistry 

(Henneken et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006) and web-architecture (Blackledge and 

Zevenbergen, 2007) can vary with diet: given the geographical distances between sites, it is 

very likely that diet (or other environmental factors) at the site of collection differed 

between our populations. Defensive allomones can also be strongly diet dependent (Daly et 

al., 2005) and diet-mediated defensive allomones can vary between populations (Clark et 

al., 2006). Here, we conducted experiments after females had been maintained in the 

laboratory (and thus on the same diet) for 4.5 weeks, so we would expect diet-driven 

deviation in these chemical cues to be reduced (Henneken et al., 2015). A more 

parsimonious alternative is that genetic variation could be driving these inter-population 

differences in either web chemistry or architecture leading to differences in foraging 

success. Behavioural studies in A. trifasciata demonstrate that males can use web-based 

chemical cues to distinguish between females from different populations. This use of web-

based chemical cues probably allows males to gain genetic benefits for their offspring 

(Henneken et al., 2015). This suggests that at least some web-based chemicals have a 

genetic component. Whether the population level variation we observed here can be 

attributed to dietary differences or underlying genetic differences is unclear and warrants 

further investigation. 

We found no evidence that prey capture rates were influenced by the presence of 

web decorations. This is in contrast to previous reports in this species (e.g. Blamires et al., 

2008), although studies of the impact of web decorations on foraging success in Argiope 

typically have variable outcomes (Walter and Elgar, 2011). Web decorations may target 

specific prey species (Herberstein et al., 2000b) and it is possible that such prey were absent 

from our field site. Further, we did not consider the number, length or direction of each 

decoration arm which can vary considerably between individuals (Walter and Elgar, 2016) 

and is known to influence the decoration's attractiveness to insects (Yeh et al., 2005). Given 

the potential for both web decorations and web-based putrescine to attract prey, future 

studies could examine any interactions between these two foraging strategies. For example, 
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it would be interesting to test whether individuals with low foraging success increase the 

amount of putrescine and/or web decorations in their traps (see Walter and Elgar, 2012). 

Here we have demonstrated a role for web-based putrescine in prey attraction by 

manipulating the amount of putrescine on individual webs in the field. This result is 

consistent with findings in other species, including the incorporation of debris bands to the 

webs of Nephila (Bjorkman-Chiswell et al., 2004; Hénaut et al., 2010) and the species-

specific moth sex pheromones added to the silk of bolas spiders (Gemeno et al., 2000). 

Spiders that invest in web-based putrescine (or other prey-attracting allomones) and thus 

receive additional nutrients are expected to experience fitness benefits. The cost of 

putrescine production may be high, especially for a nitrogen-limited species, and so a 

spider's investment of adding putrescine into silk at any time may reflect a balance between 

the costs of production and the benefits of increased prey capture rates. 
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Table 4.1 Results of REML analysis for Web success (whether a web succeeded in capturing 

at least one prey item) and Number of prey (total number of prey captured log10(x + 1) 

transformed) for treatment and population 

Model Df F-ratio P-value 

Web success 

Web treatment 1 1.87 0.18 

Population origin 3 4.94 0.014* 

Number of prey 

Web treatment 2 3.84 0.030* 

Population origin 3 6.65 0.014* 
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Figure 4.1 The proportion of A. keyserlingi webs from different populations that succeeded 

in capturing at least one prey item. Values with the same letter are not significantly 

different 
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Figure 4.2 The mean total number of prey intercepted and their standard error for A. 

keyserlingi webs misted with putrescine and water (control) pooled across all populations. 

Webs misted with putrescine intercepted more prey then webs misted with water (F = 3.84, 

p = 0.03). 
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Figure 4.3 The mean total number of prey intercepted and their standard errors for each 

population. Values with the same letter are not significantly different.  
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The potential role of web-based putrescine in male mate choice 
 

Abstract 

Studies investigating pheromones as secondary selected sexual traits typically 

manipulate the quality of the signaller or correlate receiver preference with a measure of the 

signaller’s condition. Few studies directly manipulate the expression of the pheromonal 

signal. Here, I manipulated the expression of the web-based chemicals of female Argiope 

keyserlingi both indirectly (by varying her diet) and directly (by application of a putrescine 

solution).  I presented wild-caught males with 1 or 2 pedipalps with a choice between two 

webs that had been built by the same female who was given either a standard laboratory diet 

or a protein (and thus nitrogen) enriched diet. I then tested male preference for a single web-

based amine by misting one of the webs with a putrescine solution (the other with water). 

Surprisingly, the strength and direction of the preference was not influenced by female diet. 

However, males with 1 pedipalp significantly preferred the silk strands that had been misted 

with putrescine. The amount of silk-based putrescine, which is effective at increasing prey 

capture rate, on the webs of females varies in natural populations, suggesting that it is a 

reliable signal for female quality.  
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Introduction 

Animals are rarely promiscuous, but rather exercise demonstrable preferences over 

their choice of mating partners (Elgar et al., 2013).  Mate choice, which underpins sexual 

selection  (Andersson, 1994; Darwin, 1888), typically involves individuals of one sex 

distinguishing between individuals of the other sex according to variation in their secondary 

sexual characteristics. In most species, females demonstrate mate choice and this is thought 

to be driven by their greater investment in reproduction (Trivers, 1972). Males can also 

demonstrate choice (Assis et al., 2017; Bonduriansky, 2009; Edward and Chapman, 2011) and, 

in some species, males are the choosier sex. This can occur where the future mating 

opportunities for males are limited. For example, male mate choice is predicted to be 

common in species where females are sexual cannibals and males are unlikely to survive 

mating (Elgar and Schneider, 2004) and/or where males can gain paternity benefits through 

monandry induced by self-sacrifice or genital mutilation (Fromhage et al., 2005). Although 

sexual cannibalism is rare, it is disproportionately widespread among spiders, and copulation 

in some species typically ends with at least an attempt of cannibalism by the female (Elgar, 

1992; Schneider and Fromhage, 2010). For these species, in which males have very few mating 

opportunities, I expect males to be under strong selection to demonstrate mate choice.  

The secondary sexual traits used in mate choice are thought to reflect ‘signals’ of mate 

quality (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003), but the specific information that variation in these 

traits provides to potential mates is often difficult to determine. Studies aiming to decipher 

this information must not only show mate preference for a particular trait, but they must also 

examine how variation in this trait is linked to the signaller’s quality as a reproductive partner. 

This link is often related to the cost of the signal, such as the physiological costs of producing 

and maintaining the signal (Grafen, 1990; Johnstone, 1997). This cost should prevent poor 

quality individuals from producing a ‘high quality’ signal without compromising other 

important biological processes (Harari et al., 2011).  

Increasingly, the role of chemical signals (pheromones) in mate choice has been 

recognised in a range of taxa (Henneken and Jones, 2017; Johansson and Jones, 2007).  

Previously, the cost of pheromone production (and thus its ability to honestly signal individual 
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quality) was unclear or even refuted (Alberts, 1992), but empirical studies have corrected this 

perception (Harari et al., 2011; Johansson et al., 2005). Pheromones can be complex and in 

some species are comprised of a mixture of many different chemical components (see Wyatt, 

2014). Although it is now widely assumed that pheromones can provide an honest signal of 

mate quality, the challenge remains to tease out which specific components of the 

pheromone are important and to address their functional significance.  

One common experimental method to investigate the role of visual signals in mate 

choice is to provide a choice between a manipulated and a normal signal. Following 

Andersson (1992), numerous studies have used this approach to investigate the significance 

of visual and acoustic signals (Johnsen et al., 1998; Kemp, 2007; McClintock and Uetz, 1996; 

Ng et al., 2017). For example, Kemp (2007) showed that female butterflies Hypolimnas bolina 

prefer males with fluorescent ultraviolet ornamentation by presenting them with potential 

mates exhibiting a normal visual signal or where the signal was reduced by painting males 

with either black ink or fluorescence impeding rutin (Kemp, 2007).  However, few studies have 

adopted this experimental approach to investigate the preference of the choosing sex to 

manipulated pheromonal signals. 

The reproductive opportunities for male orb spiders of the genus Argiope are limited. 

Females are not only frequently cannibalistic (Elgar et al., 2000; Sasaki and Iwahashi, 1995), 

but male reproductive organs can detach during copulation and can form a genital plug 

(Herberstein et al., 2012; Nessler et al., 2007, 2009) and do not refill with sperm (Herberstein 

et al., 2005b). Males have two reproductive organs, so if a male survives his first mating he 

has, at most, two opportunities to mate in his life. Previous studies demonstrate that males 

use pheromones on the female silk to facilitate mate choice, and can distinguish between 

females based on her mating status (Gaskett et al., 2004), population origin (Henneken et al., 

2015) and diet history (Henneken et al., 2015). Interestingly, males of this species appear to 

be less choosy after obtaining and surviving a first mating encounter (Gaskett et al., 2004). 

The chemical constituents of silk-based pheromones of Argiope keyserlingi have recently 

been characterised (Henneken et al., 2017c), but behavioural studies are needed to 

determine which components of the pheromone contribute to male mate choice.  
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The amine putrescine is an excellent candidate compound for experimental 

manipulation of silk-based chemicals used in mate choice. The experimental addition of 

putrescine to the webs of female A. keyserlingi increase their foraging success by attracting 

dipteran prey (Henneken et al., 2017b). Moreover, putrescine is a nitrogen containing 

component and there is strong evidence that spiders are nitrogen limited in natural 

populations because their insect prey do not contain sufficient nitrogen to meet their needs 

(Fagan and Denno, 2004; Fagan et al., 2002). Previous investigations into the web-based 

chemicals of Argiope suggest that the abundance of nitrogen-based silk components is 

directly related to the female’s diet (Henneken et al., 2017c; Henneken et al., 2015; Townley 

et al., 2006). Diet-mediated pheromones can provide a reliable signal of an individual’s quality 

as they are linked to the individual’s nutritional health and foraging ability (Henneken et al., 

2017a). Additionally, male foraging behaviour can provide potential mates with an honest 

signal of male quality (Bliege Bird et al., 2001; Snowberg and Benkman, 2009), although 

studies investigating how female foraging behaviour may influence male mate choice are 

lacking. Nonetheless, the amount of putrescine on webs should represent the quality of a 

female, and the male mate choice in A. keyserlingi may be determined by the putrescine 

signal. 

Here, I investigated the preferences of wild caught males with 1 or 2 pedipalps of A. 

keyserlingi by presenting males with two webs built by the same female. I manipulated the 

pheromonal content of female’s web silk indirectly by providing females with diets differing 

in protein (and thus nitrogen) content. Females on the protein diet received more nutrients 

and I predicted these females would invest these nutrients into their silk chemistry (Henneken 

et al., 2015; Townley et al., 2006). I further manipulated the pheromonal content of webs 

directly, by misting the silk with an exogenous putrescine solution or with water. I therefore 

expected the difference between misting treatments to be higher in females given the 

standard laboratory diet, making it easier for males to distinguish between the misting 

treatments. I also predicted males with 2 pedipalps (and thus 1 - 2 opportunities to mate) 

would show a strong preference for webs misted with putrescine. Conversely, given mated 

males apparent reduction in discrimination (Gaskett et al., 2004), I predicted males with 1 

pedipalp (and thus 1 opportunity to mate) to show little or no preference for webs misted 

with putrescine regardless of female diet treatment.  
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Methods 

Collection and Housing  

Adult male and female Argiope keyserlingi (males: n = 8, females: n = 27) were 

collected from within Centennial Park, Paddington (Sydney), NSW Australia (33.9011° S, 

151.2304° E) in January 2017.  As all females were adult and I was unable to find many males 

I expect these females had already mated. The spiders were then transferred to the 

laboratory where they were housed individually in a climate-controlled room (held at 25 ˚C 

and on a natural summer day-night light cycle with natural light supplied via a skylight). 

Females were housed in clean Perspex frames (58.5 x 58. 5 cm) and males were housed in 

small upturned cups (250 ml). I counted the number of pedipalps on each male spider. The 

pedipalps of male Argiope can detach during copulation but can also detach during their final 

moult. I thus assume that males with only one pedipalp have 1 opportunity to mate (n = 4) 

and males with both pedipalps intact have 1 – 2 opportunities to mate (n = 4).  

Diet treatments 

The 27 females were randomly allocated to one of two diet treatments that altered 

their protein (and thus nitrogen) intake. Each week, the females were fed two crickets (Acheta 

domestica) that were either misted with water (standard laboratory diet females, n = 14) or 

misted with water and lightly coated with protein powder (experimental diet females, n = 13). 

The protein powder was a commercially brought soy protein isolate (Nature’s Way Instant 

Natural Protein (natural flavour)) and the mean weight of protein coating each cricket ± SE 

was 0.02 ± 0.003 g (n = 5 crickets)). I coated the crickets with protein powder, rather than 

adding it to their diet, because it is difficult to control how much powder each cricket 

consumes or where the cricket invests the additional protein. Argiope spiders do not consume 

the entire prey item, but rather first wrap it in silk before injecting enzymes into the prey, 

which they then mash and manipulate with their cheliceral teeth, eventually leaving a small 

ball of cuticular remnants. The protein powder would therefore be digested while the prey is 

consumed. Diet treatments began 10 days after the spiders were housed in the laboratory 

and continued throughout the behavioural assays 
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Mate choice assays 

I investigated how web-based putrescine and female diet influence male mate choice 

using a paired repeated measures experimental design that compared the attraction of two 

separate webs constructed by the same female. I allowed adult females from both diet 

treatments to build two consecutive webs in individual clean Perspex frames over a 14-day 

period (mean time between constructing webs ± SE = 2.5 ± 0.5 days).  

We used a forced binary test to investigate whether males preferred an enhanced 

chemical signal. A pair of frames containing webs built by the same female (who was given 

either the standard laboratory diet or the protein enriched diet) were placed adjacent to each 

other (approximately 15 cm apart). A skewer was fixed to the bench equidistant between the 

two frames. Following Henneken et al (2015), a silk thread that supports the web was then 

carefully detached from the side of the frame (ensuring the web remained intact) and wound 

around a clean wooden skewer (length = 25.5 cm). A support thread from the other web was 

similarly attached to the skewer, ensuring that the two threads overlapped.  The signal 

enhanced support thread was carefully misted three times with a putrescine solution (1.1 

mg/ml putrescine (1, 4-butanediamine; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, U.S.A.) in distilled water) 

while the strand from the control web was shielded with a piece of plastic. The control thread 

was similarly misted with distilled water only, while the putrescine treated web was shielded.  

Thus, regardless of the female’s diet treatment, the putrescine content of one web was 

augmented. I controlled for web-building order by ensuring that half the control webs were 

the first web built by the female.  

A male was gently placed at the base of the skewer and allowed to walk up towards 

the silk support strands. For each trial, I noted which thread the male traversed. If a male 

failed to touch both strands prior to traversing up one of the strands, he was deemed to have 

not made a choice and the trial was excluded from further analyses. Each pair of webs was 

used a maximum of four times, if a male touched a strand, it was carefully removed before 

rotating the web and selecting a new supporting strand from a different corner of the frame.  

I controlled for directional bias by switching both the misting treatment and web order 

between each trial. Each male was tested multiple times (number of males = 8; number of 

trials = 65). Each male was tested with webs built by females from both diet treatments. 
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Statistical analysis 

The probability that a male chose a particular web-strand was analysed using a two-

level model with a binomial error distribution (i.e. a 2 x 2 factorial design of diet treatment 

(protein enhanced and standard laboratory) x misting treatment (putrescine and control)) in 

MLwiN 2.32 (Rasbash et al. 2000). The two-level model accommodated the fact that both 

males and females were used on multiple occasions and effectively nested female webs 

within each male. Male direction, trial number, female diet, order the web was built and the 

number of male pedipalps were included as fixed effects in the model. I reduced the model 

using hierarchical stepwise backward deletion, removing factors and interactions with p-

values greater than or equal to 0.1. Significance for the binomial response model was 

determined using Wald (2) tests. 

Results  

In 61 of the 65 trials, the male touched both strands and continued along a single 

strand. In the other four trials the male did not touch both strands and these trials were 

excluded from the analysis.  

Indirect manipulation of pheromone 

Female diet did not influence male preference for the misting treatment (putrescine 

enhanced versus or control silk), irrespective of his potential number of mating opportunities 

(p > 0.1; Figure 5.1). 

Direct manipulation of pheromone 

Male preference for the misting treatment (putrescine enhanced versus control silk) 

was not influenced by direction (right or left), trial number, the order the web was built, male 

identification or female identification (p > 0.1). However, males with 1 pedipalp (1 

opportunity left to mate) were significantly more likely to choose the strands misted with the 

putrescine solution (χ 2 = 5.43 p = 0.02; Figure 5.2).  
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Discussion 

Here I tested male preference for silk where the pheromone content had been 

experimentally manipulated both indirectly (by varying dietary protein) and directly (by 

misting the silk with a putrescine solution). I found that female diet had no influence on the 

strength of male preference for silk that had been misted with a putrescine solution or with 

water. However, my experiments revealed that males with one pedipalp (1 opportunity to 

mate), but not males with two pedipalps (1 - 2 opportunities to mate) were significantly more 

likely to favour silk strands that had been treated with putrescine. This result is consistent 

with previous studies revealing that male preferences change with his mating status and the 

number of remaining mating opportunities (Gaskett et al., 2004). Importantly, this preference 

is for the exaggerated chemical alone as the female was not present on the web.  

Female diet did not influence male preference for misting treatment, contradicting my 

prediction that males would more strongly favour the putrescine enhanced silk constructed 

by females on the standard diet. One possibility is that the nutritional difference between my 

diet treatments was insufficient to alter the strength of preference. This is the first study to 

attempt altering the protein content of a spider’s diet by coating their prey items in a protein 

powder. It is possible that this method only marginally (if at all) increased the protein content 

of the female’s diet.  In a previous study, I observed an increase in the nitrogen-containing 

silk components in female silk after 14 days following the introduction of the same standard 

laboratory diet (Henneken et al., 2017c), suggesting that it provides more nutrients (or simply 

more nitrogen) then their natural diet. Future studies could provide females with a diet of 

lower nutritional quality, while ensuring they are not underfed as it may increase the risk of 

cannibalism (Baruffaldi and Andrade, 2015). Alternatively, the females may have not been on 

their diets for a sufficient period to create significant differences in silk chemistry before 

conducting choice assays. A previous investigation into the silk chemistry of A. trifasicata 

found that females on a laboratory diet ceased investing in many silk-based components after 

six weeks (Henneken et al., 2015)   

Web-based putrescine may provide males with reliable information on the foraging 

potential of the female. Females who invest in web-based putrescine are predicted to catch 

more prey (Henneken et al., 2017b) and thus are expected to have greater fecundity (Kreiter 

and Wise, 2001; Wise, 1975). Additionally, foraging ability can be a heritable trait, so these 
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foraging attributes should provide benefits to future offspring (Karino et al., 2005; Missoweit 

et al., 2007). Putrescine is a nitrogen-containing silk component and costly to produce, 

thereby providing males with a reliable indication of the females past foraging success and 

nutritional health. Nutritional nitrogen is linked to growth in spiders (Okuyama, 2008) and 

may be particularly important for promoting fecundity in some insect species (Swanson et al., 

2016). Additionally, if web-based putrescine is a reliable indication of a female’s past foraging 

success, females with low levels of putrescine in their silk may be more nutritionally stressed 

and thus more likely to cannibalise potential mates (Baruffaldi and Andrade, 2015).  Thus, 

males with 1 pedipalp who choose a reproductive partner based on the putrescine (or more 

broadly nitrogen) content of her silk are likely choosing a high-quality female, and may also 

be reducing their risk of cannibalism before mating.  

An alternative explanation is that males with only 1 pedipalp respond to web-based 

putrescine as a prey cue. Males may be differently motivated by food, as it is possible that 

males with only one pedipalp remaining are more nutritionally stressed. In A. trifasciata males 

have been observed feeding on prey items wrapped in silk by the female, during staged 

mating experiments (J.H. personal observation). However, I would expect selection to favour 

males who can easily distinguish between a cue for a prey item and a signal for a highly 

aggressive female. Further, putrescine is produced by bacteria during the decomposition of 

matter, as females typically consume prey items shortly after capture it is unlikely that 

captured prey decompose (and thus produce putrescine) on her web.  Males receive web-

based putrescine along with other web-based chemicals when they physically contact the silk 

with their front legs which are covered in receptive cells. Males then typically run their legs 

over their body and pedipalps which are similarly covered in receptive cells while sometimes 

vibrating the silk strands. This process presumably allows the male to more accurately assess 

the signal and does not occur during encounters with prey items.  

My results suggest that the costs and benefits of mate choice change with the 

potential number of remaining mating opportunities in A. keyserlingi. Perhaps the costs of 

mate searching are sufficiently high that males with more than one mating opportunity 

remaining court the first unmated female they encounter, regardless of her quality. Surviving 

males can continue searching for a high-quality female, without the risk of remaining 

unmated. This is consistent with the mating strategy of male A. bruennichi, who copulate 
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twice with the first female he encounters if she is large (and potentially more fecund), but will 

copulate once only if she is relatively small and then search for a another female (Welke et 

al., 2012). Thus the benefit of mating with an additional female may depend on the quality of 

the male’s first reproductive partner and selection may favour males with only 1 remaining 

mating opportunity who can accurately assess female quality. There is mixed evidence 

whether male A. keyserlingi employ a monogynous (Herberstein et al., 2005a) or bigynous 

(Zimmer et al., 2014) mating strategy but I expect that the benefit of a second mating would 

be highest if the male can secure a mating with a more fecund or higher quality female. 

Alternatively, wild-caught males with only 1 pedipalp may be of higher quality if they have 

already successfully secured (and survived) their first mating. Higher quality individuals may 

be better able to perceive variation in a signal as they should be able to invest more into their 

receptive organs. In the moth Uraba lugens, males with longer antennae are better equipped 

to detect smaller amounts of the female pheromone, presumably because they have a greater 

number of sensilla (Johnson et al., 2017). Future investigations could consider how male 

preference in Argiope varies with male quality and specifically his investment in receptive 

cells. It is also interesting to note that the number of receptive cells would decrease after the 

loss of a pedipalp, but it is not known whether this loss of receptive cells has any effect on the 

male’s perception of chemical signals 

Here, I provide further evidence that male mate preference in Argiope is dependent 

on his number of remaining mating opportunities. My results suggest that selection may 

favour males with one pedipalp (and thus only 1 opportunity left to mate) who preferentially 

mate with high quality females and males with two pedipalps (1 – 2 opportunities to mate) 

who either show no quality-based preferences or who do not assess female quality. My 

results also suggest that web-based putrescine may allow males to accurately evaluate female 

quality. However, whether females actively signal this information to males, or whether males 

are taking advantage of an existing chemical component requires further investigation. Future 

studies should also consider using males and females of known mating statuses to determine 

how male mating experience (rather than the number of pedipalps) influences male mate 

choice and the relative importance of female mating status and female quality.  
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Figure 5.1 Proportion of trials where males with two (1 – 2 opportunities to mate) or 1 (1 

opportunity to mate) pedipalps chose the silk strands misted with either the putrescine 

solution or water (control) when presented with webs built by females given the standard 

laboratory diet or the protein enriched diet 
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Figure 5.2 Number of trials where males with two (1 – 2 opportunities to mate) or one (1 

opportunity to mate) pedipalps chose the silk strands misted with a putrescine solution or 

with water (control) 
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Pheromone-based sexual selection in a rapidly changing world 
 

Abstract 

Insects utilise chemical cues for a range of different purposes and the complexity 

and degree of specificity of these signals is arguably unparalleled in the animal kingdom. 

Chemical signals are particularly important for insect reproduction and the selective 

pressures driving their evolution and maintenance have been the subject of previous 

reviews. However, the world in which chemical cues evolved and are maintained is changing 

at an unprecedented rate. How (or indeed whether) chemical signals used in sexual 

selection will respond is largely unknown. Here, we explore how recent increases in 

urbanisation and associated anthropogenic impacts may affect how chemical signals are 

produced and perceived. We focus on four anthropomorphic influences which have the 

potential to interact with pheromone-mediated sexual selection processes; climatic 

temperature shifts, exposure to chemical pollutants, the presence of artificial light at night 

and nutrient availability. Our aim is to provide a broad overview of key areas where the 

rapidly changing environment of the future might specifically affect pheromones utilised in 

sexual selection.  
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Introduction 

Insects utilise chemical cues to detect the scents of their own and other species 

(including other animals, plants and fungi). The complexity and degree of specificity of the 

chemical cues used by insects is dazzling and, has perhaps unsurprisingly, been the subject 

of many studies and review papers (Conner and Iyenger, 2016; Foster, 2016; Henneken et 

al., 2017a; Johansson and Jones, 2007; Ronald et al., 2012; Smadja and Butlin, 2009; Steiger 

and Stökl, 2014; Svensson, 1996; Symonds and Elgar, 2008; Umbers et al., 2015). Over the 

past two decades, reviews of pheromone communication have explored the processes 

underlying the evolutionary mechanism creating shifts in pheromone composition (Kather 

and Martin, 2015; Symonds and Elgar, 2008), highlighted the interplay between signallers 

and receivers (Peso et al., 2015; Ronald et al., 2012) and provided comprehensive syntheses 

of their role in sexual selection (Harari and Steinitz, 2013; Johansson and Jones, 2007; 

Steiger and Stökl, 2014; Svensson, 1996). However, increasing urbanisation and associated 

environmental impacts means that the world in which chemical cues and signals had 

evolved and are maintained is changing at an unprecedented rate.  

Urbanisation has irreparably and rapidly altered the living environment and 

increasing evidence suggests that it may promote differences in the behaviour (for a recent 

review, see Lowry et al., 2013) or variation in phenotype (Lowe et al., 2014) between urban 

and rural populations of the same species. Critically, such dramatic environmental change 

has the potential to interfere with the long-evolved and well-established communication 

systems of the species inhabiting the Earth. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given our own sensory 

bias, the effect of urban noise on acoustic communication is relatively well documented for 

the vertebrates (Luther and Gentry, 2013; Radford et al., 2014) and some acoustically 

orienting invertebrates (Orci et al., 2016; Schmidt et al., 2014). In contrast, the degree to 

which urbanisation may similarly influence chemical signals, and particularly those 

employed in sexual selection in the insects, is comparatively less well understood. Given the 

inherent importance of pheromone signals for intra-specific communication (Wyatt, 2014) 

this knowledge gap requires consideration. Moreover, as with other sensory modalities, the 

efficacy of chemical signals is inherently dependent on their efficient reception. Thus, any 

environmental change that disrupts signal perception can influence signaller–receiver 

dynamics resulting in damaging fit-ness consequences.  
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Here, we focus on four anthropomorphic influences which have the potential to 

interact with pheromone-mediated sexual selection processes in insects; climatic 

temperature shifts, exposure to chemical pollutants, the presence of artificial light at night 

and nutrient availability. In all cases, the impact may be on the capacity of an individual to 

produce a chemical signal but, and perhaps more significantly, such anthropogenic shifts 

may also affect the capacity of the receiver to accurately perceive and/or respond to the 

signal. We acknowledge that this list is not exhaustive and it draws, in some cases, from 

excellent recent reviews that have taken a different perspective. Our aim is to provide a 

broad overview of key areas and provide illustrative examples where the changing 

environment might specifically affect pheromones utilised in sexual selection in the insects, 

however, the issues covered are applicable more broadly across other taxa. We hope that 

the review will prompt further consideration of the potential for anthropogenically-driven 

environmental change to promote variation in one of the fundamental signals driving 

species-specific variation in reproductive success. 

Anthropogenic influences 

Climate and temperature  

A well-documented outcome of industrialisation and urbanisation is a shift in global 

temperature. Understanding how this affects the physiology and behaviour of sexually 

reproducing organisms is paramount if we are to predict how (or indeed if) species might 

respond to such change. In insects, climate change research typically focuses on the 

distribution and expansion of key pest species (Musolin and Saulich, 2012), however, 

temperature-related phenological mismatches between hosts and prey are documented 

(Visser and Holleman, 2001). From the perspective of sexual selection, temperature shifts 

are linked to variation in both signal production and signal perception (Boullis et al., 2016). 

Temperature-modulated chemical communication is observed in the ladybeetle, Adalia 

bipunctata (Sentis et al., 2015). In this species, females use chemical cues produced by 

juveniles to assess resource quality, typically resulting in a negative relationship between 

juvenile pheromone production and the number of eggs laid subsequently by females 

(Sentis et al., 2015). However, while the quantity and quality of pheromones produced by 

juveniles increases with temperature, at the highest temperature (25 ˚C) ovipositing females 

did not distinguish between a control site (with no juvenile pheromones) and one with 
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juvenile pheromones present, resulting in suboptimal placement of eggs within the 

environment (Sentis et al., 2015). A similar temperature-related shift in the reliability of the 

signal occurs in the adult male beewolf, Philanthus triangulum. In this species, higher 

rearing temperatures during the juvenile phase are beneficial to males as they promote 

increased juvenile survival and adult male pheromone production (Roeser-Mueller et al., 

2010). Conversely, at lower temperatures juvenile survival is reduced, males are 

physiologically con-strained, and there is increased variance in male pheromone output. 

This temperature modulated shift has important fitness consequences for females of this 

species as they use male pheromone expression as signals of male developmental condition. 

Thus, at lower temperatures the perceived message accurately reflects male condition, but 

at higher temperatures even lower quality males are capable of producing the ‘high quality 

signal’ rendering the honesty within the system effectively lost. In some cases, temperature 

may be a stronger driver of pheromone expression then the physiological or biochemical 

state of the signaller. For example, in the moth Caboptilla fraxirella, male response to 

female pheromones was more strongly influenced by variation in temperature than a 

hormone-induced variation in reproductive state (Lemmen and Evenden, 2015). Ultimately, 

if the honesty of a particular signal and individual fitness returns are diminished, we would 

either expect receivers to cease responding to the signal or that alternative signals would 

need to be employed. 

Exposure to chemicals 

Chemical pollutants have the potential to directly alter the pheromone signal and 

mask signal perception. In their recent review exploring the effect of air pollution on 

chemical signalling, McFrederick et al. (2009) highlighted aggregation pheromones and long-

range mate attraction pheromones as being ‘highly vulnerable to perturbation by air 

pollution’ (McFrederick et al., 2009). Chemical pollutants are perhaps most challenging for 

long-range chemical orientation as both the efficacy of the signal itself and the receiver 

response may depend on the ‘scentscape’ of the given environment (sensu McFrederick et 

al., 2009). Moreover, extremely low levels of largely abiotic chemical pollutants may act as 

information disruptors or ‘info-disrupters’ for pheromone communication (Lürling and 

Scheffer, 2007). For example, exposure to low concentrations of endocrine disrupters or 

‘environmentally safe’ levels of common pesticides can influence the outcome of female 
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choice and/or may shift male expression of pheromones leading to suboptimal female 

mating preferences (Delpuech et al., 1998; Fox, 2004; McCallum et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 

2005). Such studies are often carried out on targeted pest species with the view to some 

form of control, but they have important general repercussions for non-lethal effects of 

endocrine disruption and their capacity to interfere with reproductive processes in insects 

(McCallum et al., 2013). We note that comparable negative effects of chemical pollutants 

are observed in aquatic environments (Olsén, 2014). Current research in the aquatic 

environment is not directly related to sexual selection but such studies are similarly 

concerning as the concentrations causing negative fitness effects are largely below the 

concentrations considered to be non-toxic in the environment and the species-wide fitness 

implications are largely unknown.  

Anthropogenic light at night  

Perhaps the least well recognised and yet arguably most pervasive form of 

anthropogenic pollution is artificial light pollution. The intensity and spread of artificial light 

at night is unprecedented in the history of life on earth and the ecological implications are 

documented for both vertebrates and invertebrates (Longcore and Rich, 2004). 

Underpinning the negative effects of light at night is its inhibitory influence on metabolic 

pathways associated with biological rhythm and antioxidant capacity (Tan et al., 2010; Tan 

et al., 2007; Vivien-Roels and Pévet, 1993). At particular risk are crepuscular or nocturnal 

species whose life-histories and activity patterns are optimised for the nocturnal 

environment. The capacity for anthropogenic light pollution to affect chemical signalling is 

not intuitive but recent studies suggest that its presence correlates with variation in 

pheromone signals used in mate choice. In the noctuid moth, Mamestra brassicae, the 

quantity of female moth pheromones was reduced when pupae were reared through to 

adults in the presence of artificial light at night (Van Geffen et al., 2015). The resulting 

female pheromones were also qualitatively compromised, containing less of a known 

preferred male chemical attractant and an increase in a known inhibitory compound (Van 

Geffen et al., 2015). A suggested mechanism driving these observations is light-inhibition of 

a key neuropeptide that regulates female moth sex pheromone production (Jacquin et al., 

1994; Raina et al., 1989). If this holds, the presence of light at night should have implications 

for moth mating success. Accordingly, in the Geometrid moth, Operophtera brumata, 
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female mating rates and male attraction to female pheromones decline in populations 

exposed to artificial light at night (Van Geffen et al., 2015). This dramatic shift in pheromone 

expression perhaps hints at the behavioural plasticity of pheromone production (Groot et 

al., 2010), but it also highlights the precarious nature of pheromone expression and its 

potential susceptibility in the face of environmental change. Few studies have quantified in 

insects (or indeed other taxa) whether the presence of light at night drives genetic change in 

pheromone production, however a remarkable long-term experiment using Drosophila 

melanogaster reared under constant darkness for over 1500 generations found substantial 

changes to a suite of candidate genes linked to olfaction and chemoreception (Izutsu et al., 

2016). Behavioural observations further suggested that these flies had an enhanced capacity 

to locate and mate under dark conditions compared to control flies (Izutsu et al., 2016). 

Whether such evolutionary shifts are taxon-specific or how they relate more broadly to 

fitness outcomes is unknown but perhaps worthy of further consideration.  

Nutrient availability  

Diet is arguably the most significant environmental factor shaping pheromone 

expression either due to its indirect effects on individual quality or because nutrients within 

the diet directly contribute to pheromone synthesis (Henneken et al., 2017a). In some insect 

species an attractive pheromone signal is only available to individuals which are able to 

obtain sufficient amounts of specific macro-nutrients or micro-nutrients (Addesso et al., 

2014; South et al., 2011). At their core, diet-mediated signals are dependent on resources 

obtained from an individual’s environment and thus changes to the environment 

(anthropogenic or otherwise) may directly or indirectly alter the availability of nutrients 

required for signal production. This may have particularly drastic consequences for 

herbivorous insect taxa whose cuticular hydrocarbon profiles are frequently closely linked to 

their host plant (Landolt and Phillips, 1997).  

In some taxa, species recognition pheromones are diet- mediated and individuals 

recognise potential mates as belonging to the same species by phenotype matching (i.e. 

comparing the pheromone of encountered individuals to their own). In theory this works 

only when all individuals within a species share the same diet, or at least variation in diet 

influences the efficacy of the signal. In the mustard leaf beetle, Phaedon cochleariae, dietary 

manipulation leads to changes in the cuticular hydrocarbon profiles of males and females in 
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as little as 14 days (Geiselhardt et al., 2012). The cuticular hydrocarbon profiles of this 

species are used as species recognition pheromones and thus males rapidly developed a 

strong mating preference for females given the same diet treatment (Geiselhardt et al., 

2012). In natural environments, anthropogenic driven changes to local host plants can occur 

quickly leading to rapid changes in cuticular hydrocarbon profiles of generalist species in 

particular. In cases where these profiles act as species recognition pheromones, we may see 

diversification of new insect species in response to these changes. Changes to the dietary 

availability of particular nutrients may prevent individuals from producing an attractive 

enough signal to secure a mate at all. In rare cases dietary sequestration of specific 

pheromonal components is required for an attractive signal (Blaul et al., 2014; Nishida, 

2014). In such systems, any change to the availability of those dietary sources could render 

an entire population’s reproductive fitness to zero, if signallers are unable to produce the 

complete pheromone signal or adapt to the rapid shift in the environment.  

Conclusions  

Our understanding of the ways in which rapid environ-mental change will affect the 

chemical signals used in mate choice is growing. It is highly conceivable that signallers may 

be physiologically constrained in their ability to actively vary signal production and that 

selection instead might more readily act on signal perception. Receivers may also rely on 

multiple signals when making mating decisions (Leonard and Hedrick, 2010), such that if 

they are unable to perceive or rely on a pheromone (e.g., because its transfer is disrupted 

by a chemical pollutant (Lürling and Scheffer, 2007), or it loses honesty in warm 

temperatures (Roeser-Mueller et al., 2010)) they may favour visual or auditory signals to 

assess mate quality. Alternatively, some pheromonal components may be robust to 

environmental change while others are more susceptible. Under such circumstances, 

receivers may shift preferences to those static components when assessing mates or making 

reproductive decisions (Ingleby et al., 2013). Empirical studies that investigate the 

evolutionary response of the signal and its reception to anthropogenic influences (Hunt et 

al., 2012) will be critical as we attempt to understand how rapid change might impact 

communication between the sexes in highly urbanised spaces. Determining receiver 

responses to anthropomorphic driven variation in pheromones may actually be a better 

means of predicting how sexual selection processes will shape future insect systems. More 
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broadly, determining how urbanisation might disrupt insect communication systems should 

perhaps be of consideration to urban planning and conservation efforts. We expect selective 

processes to act differently on urban and rural populations and this may lead to population 

specific diversification of sexually selected pheromones and thus promote the evolution of 

new species. Ultimately, we know comparatively little of how insects will fare when one of 

their primary modes of communication and key correlates of fitness is confronted with rapid 

environmental change and yet, given that they underpin the functional diversity of the 

majority of ecosystems, perhaps we should be a little more concerned.   
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